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Gary Allen

Iona
A large woman all her life she filled my mind
a question mark, clothes cheques, club cards:
when she died I could no longer see her face
but saw, like an old black and white telly programme
running non-stop behind my eyes, every silly fashion
she proudly wore during the sixties, the elasticated slacks
she swore she would never be seen dead in — too tight
they gave her muffin tops and bunched-up
the waistband of the tights she wore underneath,
the pointed linoleum-puncturing stiletto heels,
the cheap skirts that died and faded and wore out
shortened and hemmed and made fashionable:
now that I close my eyes and concentrate on her features,
all I can see is a flat treeless windswept island in the sea.

7

Walkabout
This is his last night before he leaves for Australia
the ticket he has showed everyone for a month
has lost some of its shine —
I suppose we were boys then
I suppose the sun does turn everything to gold
like rust on the oxidized iron plate
in the welding shops of the shipyard
the smashed cans of Sunrise Peaches
in the dry dock
the half-naked girls on the lager cans
the different size screws and nails
from the supply store
slammed down by Sidechops
the one-eyed bastard
who lost his eye in a gun attack —
but it could have been from a grinder spark.
The oldest of fifteen, he had to go
they were shooting the young lads down like dogs —
he had to go.
Someone says, You mark your suitcase with chalk,
but what does anyone know
flies on the grass counterpane
flies on the dead father’s eyes
when they found him in a ditch outside Toome
his hands tied with barbed-wire
the shock on his face, that something could happen
so close to home
and the English football results still sung
from the open door of the delivery van.
It is time to go, wine/whiskey mix in the glass walkaround
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of the credit clothes-store
of never-paid-for suits and Beatle boots
and the last thing he worries about is,
Will it matter that I can’t read or write?

9

Path
The dog in the street knows who you are
lowest of the low
banging into Americans
flea-coat for Saint-Lazare
up here in the high-risers
billy clubs, graffiti, freight trains
concrete cafés
teeth-sucking sugared tea
bog-holes without lights
shit-print walls
have you some work for me?
a parcel to deliver from my unclean hands?
down to the hairstylists on the Magenta
among the lazy markets and wasted veins.
Mo-Mo lives in an automatic toilet on Saint-Germain
his madness keeps the whores away
dripping water
bloodstained toilet sheets
syringes, floating condoms
but he loves the buzz
the cross-city green prison vans
the Canadian cameras —
he loves to fuck white boys.
I crossed the border with a young German girl
too young to be travelling with,
two North Africans lured her from me in Narbonne
by playing to her hunger
by bread and a train ticket back to Berlin.
In this Medina, far from the heart
the girls in flowing robes and veils are like swans
gliding across the square of stunted Plane trees
and bird-shit swings, like swans, like white swans
as an airliner climbs clumsily into the sky
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for somewhere that is not the West
far from sirens, tree huggers, begging bowls
the cardboard boxes of ink cartridges and sport’s clothes:
and when he looked out across the desert
he could see his followers navigating
sometimes hidden water holes
by the steadfast blindness of their faith
even though the sand dunes
blew away and shifted in the hot wind.

11

R. Johnson

concession # 6
This was before they widened the road.
Back then it found its own way over the hills
just as the wild grape and sweet pea meandered through the yard,
the house sheltered by sugar maple, tenderly untended,
wooden gate ajar,
but of course, the sun wasn’t always shining,
roses inflaming the afternoon, pollens illuminating sunbeams.
Rainwater would collect just there, the mud so thick
a tractor could be mired.
And the snow! One winter we were housebound for a month.
Now we can come and go
in any season, and we do.
You can still see where the maples stood,
where they built the ditch and moved the stones,
picture where the shadows used to fall,
and the dusted sunlight.

12

Mark Sampson

The Fantasy

T

he town I grew up in was a fairly ordinary place except that we had
a writer living in it. He wasn’t a journalist or a schoolteacher who
dabbled on the side, but a real live genuine book writer. He would
publish a new book every two or three years, and it would be in all the
bookshops and at the library. It would get reviewed in the city papers, and
he in turn would review other writers’ books in those same papers. When
the writer released a new book, his publisher would send him out on tour
with it, doing readings and lectures and workshops at literary festivals and
universities around the country. His books always had a proper hardbound
cover, with a nice dust jacket and a photo of him on the back; and after a
year they would come out in a slightly cheaper softcover edition.
Our family knew quite a bit about the writer because my uncle owned
the pub he drank in. He once got the writer to describe a normal day for him,
and later my uncle described it to us. The writer said his typical days — not
the days when he was out on book tour or conducting interviews, or in the
library doing research — followed a fairly basic routine. He would write
for three hours in the morning, read for three hours in the afternoon, and
drink in the pub for three hours in the evening. Somewhere in between, he
might do his shopping or laundry or other domestic chores, but otherwise
he stuck to his schedule.
The writer wasn’t wealthy but he did seem to get by. He lived alone in
the east end of town, in a small two-bedroom, two-storey box of a house
just a few doors down from my uncle’s pub. Those who had been inside
his little house said that, with the exception of the wall-to-wall-to-wall-towall-to-wall books, it was utterly characterless. So, too, was the writer’s
physical appearance. His clothes always seemed right on the cusp of shabby;
his hair always on the cusp of needing a cut. As for his build, he looked
like what he was — a man who spent much of the day sitting down, and
who ate a bit too much pub food.
The writer was, it goes without saying, not married. He did have an
ex-wife, from years ago, who now lived in a different town, whom he
referred to as That Old Cunt. Despite this nickname and the fact that they
were divorced, the writer would often see That Old Cunt if he was visiting
the town she lived in, or if she was visiting ours. Very occasionally, they
would get together for dinner. And even more occasionally, they would
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shag each other afterwards, for old time’s sake. My uncle assured us that
this was not the writer’s only source of sexual contact. When he was out on
book tour, there were all manner of young creative-writing-degree coeds at
his disposal. Many were eager to invite him into their low-rent bohemian
bedrooms in exchange for career advice. He also got a bit off his literary
agent, who was hard up for it on account of her husband always being out
of the country.
To my ears, this sounded like a charmed life.
Though he relied on intellectual self-employment, the writer wasn’t a
snob. He had no qualms befriending and carousing with the factory workers
and civil servants and ad men who also frequented my uncle’s pub, even
though his lifestyle was so different from theirs. When those men talked
of money, they talked of wages and salaries, of overtime pay and timein-lieu. When the writer talked of money, he talked of royalty statements
and reprint rights, of reading fees and whatever freelance work he could
squeeze out of the glossier literary magazines from the city that we had
all seen but never read. When the men griped about their jobs, they talked
about the idiot in the next cubicle or all the work that landed on their desk
right before holiday. The writer, in turn, would have to stretch it a bit to
gripe about his work. He’d say something like, “There’ll be no break for
me at Christmas this year, boys. My editor says if I can’t get the next round
of rewrites to her by February 1st, she can’t guarantee a slot for my book
come autumn and we’ll have to wait until the following spring to publish
it. Imagine, making me wait a year and a half at this juncture. What a
cunt.” (He called her this despite the fact that he thanked her effusively
on the acknowledgements page at the back of his books.) And when the
men complained about their snot-nosed kids or plumping wives or having
to go out to their jobs in the morning in the snow and the cold, the writer
just kept his mouth shut.
My uncle said you could always tell when the writer was having a lean
year, when the royalty cheques and reading fees were a bit thin on the
ground. During those times, he’d have to take work teaching an evening
writing class at the community college two towns over. These would cause
him to arrive at the pub late, usually after 10, and in a foul mood, moaning
about the general illiteracy and talentlessness of his students. They were
invariably bored housewives and university dropouts — no chance of getting
any off them, anyway — who were under the erroneous belief that there
was a link between acts of literature and self-affirmation. Conversely, my
uncle said, you could always tell when the writer managed to briefly get a
book on the best-seller list, or if he received a larger-than-normal advance.
He’d come swinging into the pub ready to buy rounds for his whole table,
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or looking tan from a vacation to some tropical island where he could get
a massage on the beach from a brown-skinned girl in a grass skirt.
It came to pass one year that my uncle wanted us to invite the writer
to Christmas dinner. He made this imposition even though it was our turn
to host, Christmas dinner being rotated each year between my mother’s
kitchen and the kitchen of the wives of her four brothers, my uncle being
one of them. My father thought inviting the writer was a corking idea, but
my mother was hesitant. She said if my uncle wanted to invite strangers to
Christmas, he should wait until it was his turn to host. But the writer was
hardly a stranger — my uncle had been regaling us with tales of his exploits
for years, even though my mother was clearly uncomfortable with them,
always off in the kitchen to tend to something on the stove or freshen up
people’s drinks at the height of these stories. She seemed leery of letting a
man with such a reputation into her home. But my uncle, backed up by my
father, was adamant. “Look, he’s had a rough year,” he said. “His last book
didn’t do so well; the reviews were awful. And his ex-wife, That Old Cunt,
reneged on having him join her at her parents’ place this year. I know he’s
not family, but irregardless, nobody should be alone on Christmas.” My
mother relented, even as she made a point of correcting his grammar.
Since we were hosting, my mother felt that it should be us who tendered
the invitation, that it would be improper for my uncle to do it from the pub.
She let the actual responsibility of inviting the writer fall to me, sending me
over to his little clapboard house on the morning of Christmas Eve. I was
greeted on his stoop by the clack-clack-clack-ding sound of his typewriter
coming from the window directly above my head. When I knocked on his
door the typing ceased, and after a moment the entire house seemed to
shake as he descended the stairs to his front entry. The door opened and
there he was — eyes squinty in the sun, his hair standing up a little, and a
slight musk coming off his skin. (The writer once told my uncle he found it
somewhat effete to bathe more than a couple times a week.) He peered down
at me and then said, “You’re Claire Dixon’s boy.” “She’s Claire Holloway
now,” I replied, not knowing for the life of me why anyone would refer
to my mother by her maiden name. Before he could say anything else, I
launched into my carefully memorized invitation speech, as my mother had
said it was paramount (that was the word she used: paramount) to extend
this offer of Christian generosity in a certain way. I was to emphasize
that my uncle, whom he knew from the pub, really wanted him to come.
When I finished, the writer squinted at me a while longer. But then he just
shrugged and said, “Alright, then.”
The next night came, and, of course, our place was a Christmas cliché:
the house packed with family, fire blazing, stockings hanging on the mantle,
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opened presents all around our ornately decorated tree, and Bing Crosby on
the turntable. The writer, bundled against the cold, arrived at our door about
an hour before we were to sit down to eat. He came in and immediately
handed my father his contribution to our dinner — a bottle of wine that
was right on the cusp of plonk. As the writer unwound his scarf and hung
up his coat and undid his boots, it became clear he was already in his cups
a little. He shook hands with my father, shook hands with my uncle. When
he got to my mother, he wasn’t sure whether to shake her hand, hug her,
or give her a kiss on the cheek, and so they did this awkward little dance
for a moment.
Dinner was served promptly at seven. The grown-ups were seated at the
long table in our dining room, made longer with the leaf in. We kids were
seated at a row of card tables set up in the living room, as was our custom.
I was at the very end of it, near the Christmas tree, close enough to have
its branches poke me in the back; but I had an excellent view of the adults
in the dining room, which is what I wanted. I was expecting — I suppose
we were all expecting — the writer to live up to our image of him in our
minds, to grow expansive and gregarious with each eggnog or glass of
wine he consumed, to amuse us with the exotic foibles of his literary life.
But the opposite happened. As the evening went on, he grew increasingly
morose. Perhaps it was the sight of our middle-class bounty — the food,
the decorations, the litters of children talking frivolously over their dinners
in the next room — that brought on this depression. Whatever caused it, it
seemed to imbue the writer with a deep sense of regret over his life choices,
which he had no compunction vocalizing to all of us over and over again.
“I am so alone,” he said. “My house, my life, is an empty husk. You people
can’t begin to comprehend. I have nothing. I mean, look at me. I am relying
on the pity of strangers for Christmas. I am. So. Fucking. Alone.” These
lamentations hijacked the evening, seemed to drain the Christmas spirit
right out of the room. My mother, seated directly across from the writer,
stared into her plate, her face burning. My father, at the head of the table,
just swirled his wine and waited for the writer to shut up.
By the end of the night, the writer was very drunk and apologetic. My
father accepted his contrition quickly, but only as a way to shoo him out
the door. I stood at the living room window and watched the writer give
a grouchy yank to his collar and then trudge off into the cold, dark night.
When he was gone, there was a beat of silence in our house before my
father said, “Well. He damn near ruined Christmas.” He then declared
how much he regretted inviting the writer to our dinner. Ever gracious, my
mother did not indulge in an I told you so moment. She could clearly see
my father was unsettled that she could have an opinion about something
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and be right when it didn’t align with his own.
The story should have ended there but didn’t. My mother was oddly
pensive for the rest of the holidays, preoccupied, and I didn’t find out why
until the week after New Year’s. I returned to school then and was anxious
to resume my chief extracurricular activity, which, that year, was boxing
lessons at a club near my school. I loved my boxing lessons — going after
the heavy bag with its corset of duct tape around the middle, making the
skipping rope wisp on the hardwood, and sparring with other boys in the
ring that was just rope strung between four posts on one section of the floor.
But when I arrived at the club on that frigid January afternoon following
the first day back at school, I was surprised to find its windows dark and
the sheet metal door locked. After a moment, I realized that the club was
staying closed for an extra week after the holidays, and wouldn’t open until
the following Monday. I had clearly missed the notices about it around the
gym.
I called my mother from a pay phone and told her she had to come
retrieve me a full two hours before she had expected to. Usually this
wouldn’t have been an issue — my mother always shuttled me and my
brothers without complaint to wherever we needed to go — but on this
day she seemed profoundly and uncharacteristically annoyed. She snapped
at me that she was just on her way to run an errand and I would have to
wait. I told her, “Well hurry up, it’s bloody cold out here.” Her arrival took
forever, and I wondered what the hell she could possibly be doing. Finally,
her headlights came bouncing into the club’s gravel parking lot and I ran
toward the passenger door. After I got in, I turned to throw my gym bag in
the back seat and saw, to my surprise, that there was a cat there, a kitten,
sitting inside a cardboard carrier and meowing quietly to be let out. I said,
“Where did the cat come from?” and my mother said, “From the animal
shelter downtown.” “We’re getting a cat?” I asked. “The cat’s not for us,”
she replied without looking at me, signalling as she pulled out of the parking
lot.
We headed into the east end, passing homes with dried-out Christmas
trees already dragged to the curb. We parked in front of the writer’s house
and my mother got out. She fished the cat carrier from the back seat, said
to me, “Wait here. Hopefully this will only take a moment,” and then
closed the door. I watched as she hurried onto the writer’s stoop and rang
his bell. He came out and they began talking. She motioned to the cat
carrier and then to him, and they began to argue. I couldn’t hear what they
were saying, but it was getting very animated. My mother motioned to the
carrier again, and this time the writer grabbed her arm, grabbed it in a way
that was both forceful and a little too familiar. I rolled down my window
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so I could hear what they were saying. “You don’t just give somebody a
cat, Claire,” the writer barked. “A cat is a lot of fucking responsibility!” I
rolled my window back up. I had never heard anyone, not even my father,
speak to my mother that way.
They argued some more and then she retreated from his stoop, back to
the car with tears in her eyes as the writer disappeared into his house. She
manoeuvered the carrier gruffly back in place, then slammed the door and
got behind the wheel. “Are we going home now?” I asked. “No,” she said,
wiping the tears unsentimentally off her face. “We have to take Marvin
back to the shelter first.”
I’m sad to report that life did not work out that well for the writer.
As the years went on, his style and subject matter fell out of favour with
readers and critics, and he soon had trouble getting his books published.
He eventually had to sell his little house and move into a basement flat in
someone else’s house. He grew old and then died, alone and unpleasantly,
in the nursing home on the hill that overlooks our town. His reputation
vanished for a while, but then there was a tribute issue done for him by one
of those august literary journals that nobody reads. In it, the contributors
praised the writer for his linguistic verve, for his lifelong commitment to
his craft. They said his stories were great because they didn’t resort to the
Big Reveal at the end, that they partook in subtler revelations.
I became a writer myself, in a manner of speaking. Unlike the writer, I
am a schoolteacher as well as an occasional journalist, but I have published
a few books with various small presses around the country. With their
three-figure advances and total lack of marketing apparatus, these presses
can’t give me the kind of career the writer had. My books aren’t always in
the bookshops or even at the library; they don’t get reviewed very often,
and I only do a few public readings a year. But it’s fine. I realize that it’s
a different era now, that the writer belonged to an all-but-extinct breed
known as the midlist author. I shouldn’t complain; my life is good. I usually
write early in the mornings before my three gorgeous children are awake,
demanding their breakfast and a drive to school.
For the longest time, I didn’t know where my aptitude for writing came
from. But then, last year, I did find out, after my mother died suddenly of
an aneurism. My brothers and I were cleaning out the house afterwards
(my father had died two years earlier) and we discovered a cardboard box
full of short story manuscripts in one corner of my mother’s cold room,
where she kept various preserves on wooden shelves nailed to the cement
walls. We came to learn that my mother, unbeknownst to any of us, had
studied creative writing briefly as a young woman, and there was an entire
oeuvre of her work in that box. Ever punctilious, she had written the
18

date of completion at the bottom of each story, and I could follow along
chronologically as her craft progressed. Many of the pieces had been
critiqued; whoever the reader was had written generously in the margins.
At first the comments were praiseful, glowing, and more than a little bit
flirtatious. The kind of flirting, in fact, that one might find inappropriate
in this day and age. But then something happened, something changed.
The critiques turned curt, scornful, discouraging — despite the fact that
the stories were getting demonstrably better. It didn’t make sense. At first
I thought these remarks belonged to my father, even though he was not a
big reader. But they couldn’t have been his. These stories clearly predated
their relationship. And besides, it wasn’t his handwriting anyway.
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Kyeren Regehr

Gloee
She chittered round the ashram
squirreled in light and ribby as a ballerina,
flitting backwards through doorways,
always backwards. Hair bobbing like a frayed tutu,
grey roots glinting beneath the blonde.
Clicking the tip of her tongue behind her teeth
as if she was calling an invisible dog. Her young lover
wandering in with his wonky star-struck grin —
at least thirty years and a hundred volts between them.
Even if you couldn’t see auras
you’d probably get the sense she was glowing.
She could turn another devotee inside out
with a brush of her shoulder, an elbow. Send spasms of energy
through an unwitting body — have you stretched out
on the floor in the middle of the Dining Hall,
psychotropic. Gone.
		
It wasn’t a trick,
she was the real deal. Some kind of lightning rod —
so much light she seemed out of control.
And didn’t everyone want it.
*
I was assigned to Barn-duty. A beehive of rooms
in the furnace-piped underbelly of the dorms.
Three hundred devotees dropping off their junk
into the sorting bins — our ashram’s freebie Sally Ann.
And there on the schedule, Gloee. Her name
penned next to mine.
She’d tiptoe in, an aging angel-marionette,
find my mind in a moment and scoop me
out of my head. She’d reach in and lift me
out of a box that contained everything I worried about
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or feared, all my whiny guilty thoughts. And float me
just above my head. She’d keep me there; I’d be
looking down on myself, hanging like my own halo,
seeing everything for the first time.
		
Seemed mere minutes of effortless work,
sorting bags of clothes, bric-a-brac onto shelves,
but it was more like an hour.
And when we’d emptied the day’s donations
she’d whisper, thank you. I’d nod and smile
like the village idiot, high as a flagpole. Always amazed
she could speak. Then she’d kite away,
and my mind would fall
back into my head full of crap,
and the tears would roll.
*
When you could count her ribs through her sweater,
when her breath soured like cottage cheese, and the veins
popped out on the backs of her hands,
they mostly abandoned her. Her lover
left for the ashram in Germany.
The Brothers rolled their eyes,
avoided her jerky sparrow steps,
her stuttering shuffles.
You’re not a body, Gloee, they’d say.
Change your mind. Heal yourself.
Some days I got to teaspoon tiny portions of dinner
onto her saucer. That’s enough, she’d whisper.
And she’d hunch at a far table
in back of the Dining Hall.
You’ve got to eat more, they’d say,
you’re not just light, Gloee.
There wasn’t a service, or a wake. Nothing
to mark her passing.
And I don’t know who cleaned out her room
or removed her slippers from the foyer. But she left me
her blue beater sedan, puckered with dents,
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the trunk brimming with barn-junk —
pulp romances, teen-sized clothes,
and an empty jewellery box with a broken glass lid
and a windup key.
		
It’s odd,
although I took it with me
I don’t recall ever winding the box. Ten years on
and it’s gone now — sold for a loonie at a yard sale —
and I don’t know what music it played.
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Atar Hadari

Memories Are Made of
This
With Robert Lowell and His Circle: Sylvia Plath,
Anne Sexton, Elizabeth Bishop, Stanley Kunitz
and Others, by Kathleen Spivack (Boston and
London: Northeastern University Press, 256
pp., $19.95).

I

n 1959, a young female poet taking a BA at
Oberlin College was hired to write a weekly
op-ed column in the local Cleveland Plain
Dealer, to give the views of a student. When
Sunday night came around and the deadline
loomed, she would call her famous economist
father, Peter Drucker, whose intellectual
influence she ran off to college to escape, and
complain of writer’s block. He would opine for
a while at her insistence, and she would go off
to write her considerable disagreements with his
opinions. The columns won her a scholarship
for “original views,” which she graciously
credited to her father, and her academic advisor
suggested she take the money and go study with
a poet — “any poet” — in the United States.
This was long before creative writing programs
had taken off into an industry. There was Iowa,
there was San Francisco, where Allen Ginsberg
was teaching, and there was Boston University
and Robert Lowell. Oberlin, at the time,
required chapel attendance of undergraduates,
so Ginsberg was out. That left the staid and
respectable Robert Lowell.
She arrived in Boston, was settled into a
rooming house by her mother, and went to see
Lowell in his offices at BU, but in a taste of
things to come he was not there when expected
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and took a few days to show up. When he did show up, he disclaimed any
knowledge of an arrangement with Oberlin, and they sat in silence for a
while in his office. “I stood up, dispiritedly, to leave. ‘No. No, wait,’ he
said. He hunched forward, watching me, and I caught a playful, somewhat
malicious glint behind the thick spectacles ... Lamely, Lowell offered an
‘Oh yes, I do seem to remember something.’ He seemed gloomily resigned.
There was more silence: he looked into space ... We sat together then, in
a surprisingly comfortable silence, both of us sunk into a sort of familiar
depression. I didn’t yet know the man, who, although nervous, seemed at
ease beneath the surface tremor. His large bulk, his head bent in thought,
the tapered fingers ... But while he appeared to be lost in a forgetful funk,
he was also furtively watching me as closely as I him ... I saw immediately:
he liked to tease. He was waiting to see how I would react. Although totally
intimidated, I also wanted to laugh. We both seemed, at that moment, to
accept that there would be a relationship between us ... A foreshadowing,
although such a moment is hard to express, a little waiting-it-out duel, so
full of possibility. And warning, too.”
If that’s what she sensed, she wasn’t wrong. Her relationship with
Lowell would be the formative one of her life; he would intervene with her
parents to make them accept the young husband she found in Boston, and
he would die just as that marriage was unravelling nearly twenty years later.
Kathleen Drucker escaped the loneliness of dreary Boston by marrying a
crazy inventor, Meyer Spivack (whose portrait of her is on the cover of the
book), and embarked on a writing career informed by Lowell and his circle.
His circle included the major female poets of that era — Sylvia Plath and
Anne Sexton were in his classes at BU, Adrienne Rich was a former student,
Elizabeth Bishop was his friend and correspondent. Toward the end of the
book in an essay comparing Ginsberg and Lowell, she noted that Allen
Ginsberg, whom she’d first wanted to study with, never helped a single
female poet and hardly any of his male lovers. Lowell actively boosted his
female protegés, championing them with magazines and presses. Stanley
Kunitz, to whom he introduced her, crucially accepted her first book for
the Yale Younger Poets Series, and then, even more importantly, when her
second book was accepted by Doubleday (who had turned down the first
book), went to them and negotiated their publishing both books. Women
poets were not taken seriously in those dark days. This book is an account
both of how dark those days were and of how certain people acted to make
them brighter, on occasion.
When I first saw the book advertised, I wondered why such a book, on
such a subject, was coming out from Northeastern University Press. Opening
it, I realized why. Though billed as a memoir, it is, in fact, structured as
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a collection of essays, meditations written at different times and building
up a picture of Lowell, his circle, and the times by accretion rather than
narrative. This is a basic question of genre. When Boswell invented the
genre of modern biography with his memoir of his friend and idol Dr.
Johnson, to whom he stood in a relationship not unlike that of Spivack and
Lowell, he built his biography around the three-week walking tour they
shared and sprinkled other conversational or anecdotal tidbits around the
narrative of his whole life. Stories were moved around at will and the life
was consciously shaped into scenes and narrative episodes, which were to
illustrate a series of observations about the type of man Boswell sought to
inform us about, that type being both himself and his subject, the genius
monster and poet.
What Spivak gives us is very much not a memoir in the sense of the
modern genre — not a non-fiction novel, not even an autobiographical novel
such as her older contemporary Plath turned her life into in The Bell Jar.
This is a collection of portraits and, crucially, the characterized poets do not
add up, even in repeated appearances, to a narrative. The only figure who
really appears in the round, finally, is Lowell. The essays about different
periods of Spivack’s life in which he figured and how he appeared in each
one do give, as in a stop-photography series, a sense of Lowell in motion.
But what one hopes for when picking up the book, which is a sense of the
time when Sylvia Plath, Anne Sexton, Elizabeth Bishop and Adrienne Rich
were all walking the streets of Boston and sometimes in the same room
together with the author, is usually absent. Don’t get me wrong — you get
a hypnotic, sometimes physical sense of what certain rooms were like, what
the feeling in the air was, and how that feeling reverberated through time
across her life — she writes prose poetry in most of the chapters — but
what there isn’t is an overarching drive or sense of drama. That is limited
to the shape of her own life and the arc of Lowell’s — everybody else is
a fleeting guest star in the sitcom, and one feels a sense of muted power,
of this being the story only of Lear and his Fool, not that of the wicked
sisters Sylvia and Anne, nor that of loyal Edgar/Frank Bidart — all those
characters have their moment and shuffle off. It is Kathleen Spivack’s
decision to write a prose-poetry accretion rather than a narrative, which
limits her audience, making this a work of art rather than what Graham
Greene used to call his more successful novels, an entertainment. (This
is not a distinction anybody else has sought to retain in cataloguing his
titles.)
“I remember swimming nude in the pool, looking at trees, and drinking
Anne’s newest drink discovery, Champale, giggling over vague poetic
jokes. Or drying off, sitting in the sun, reading each other’s poems. Maxine
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Kumin and her children would arrive. Maxine dove into the pool, cool,
competent and graceful. Anne, on Thorazine, would move a bit into the
shade. The phone rang and was dragged outside. Anne’s children came
home from school. The Dalmatian dragged its puppies outside. Figures
were commented on: hips and waists. I had a baby. Lois got her divorce.
Maxine’s daughter entered Radcliffe. Anne’s children grew up. Poems were
shared and magazines passed around. We wrote and wrote and read and
revised and wrote. We read aloud to each other. Steam rose from the pool;
the light grew thin; the leaves fell. And we swam until late October ...”
This, from the second essay on Anne Sexton, illustrates both the
strength and weakness of the book. Anyone looking for details of time,
place, what and when could either enjoy the Impressionist moment or
throw their hands up in horror. There is no question that the last sentence
rises to lyrical evocation; the question is whether the preceding vagueness
counts as biography or is simply a series of notes for a novel. Sylvia Plath
turned this sort of thing into stories and novels, and Mary Karr turned it
into semi-fictional memoir. Spivack, younger than Plath but older than
Karr, sits somewhere in between taking neither road.
Every now and again the vagueness and nostalgia give way to something
very hard and clear:
What Lowell had to teach his students was not something to which
critics would have paid particular attention. Lowell’s contribution,
as far as his students were concerned, was to search for his own
individual American voice, and to foster the discovery of voice in
those with whom he worked.
This may seem commonplace enough, but in light of subsequent holders
of that teaching post at Boston University or Harvard, such as Elizabeth
Bishop or later Seamus Heaney and Derek Walcott (with whom I studied in
1989, thirty years later), the observation becomes clarified. The last thing
you would find those people doing is searching for their own individual,
let alone American, voice. Bishop, as Spivack makes abundantly clear,
was deeply wounded by the death of the love of her life, Lotta, in Brazil,
and spent the rest of her life in the US alluding as little as possible to her
private life while encoding it in perfectly fashioned, hermetic jewels. You
would not have caught Elizabeth Bishop exploring anything of her own in
class. Derek Walcott and Seamus Heaney would be exploring the artistic
and cultural arenas that they came from and voicing them through all the
instruments of the English poetry tradition, but they would, neither of them,
be exploring their own voice in class, or openly reacting to their lives in hot
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off the press flashes of the sort that Lowell moved into as America rioted
and revolted in the ’60s. Spivack was learning with the most celebrated
American poet of the century (he was on the cover of Time; T.S. Eliot was
not) and sitting in the greatest concentration of talent the poetry industry
ever gathered in one room. (BU later hosted a similar gathering of prose
writers when Jumpha Lahiri, Peter Ho Davies and Sue Miller shared a
room, but Parnassus never happened again.) When Derek Walcott took his
class out to sit on the grass one day in the summer of 1990 and sat crosslegged, the department secretary, a former poetry student, leaned down
to him and said in a stage whisper, “Who do you think you are? Robert
Lowell?” But he wasn’t, and the way in which everybody else wasn’t is
Spivack’s subject.
The stop-motion photography method climaxes with this paragraph, the
third or fourth time in which she describes this tic of Lowell’s, which grew
more marked over the years. Here, it seems like Spivack is a cubist painter,
layering another layer and another into her portrait of Lowell until finally,
with this paragraph, she nails him and you can see his shining brow:
Cal’s pre-breakdown periods over the years were mainly signalled
by an increased and obsessive classification of other poets. The
classroom got more and more gloomy as Cal spent the endless
hours in examination of his peers. His body hunched as he obsessed
over a poem or a line repeatedly, or an author. The classification
persisted, was unrelenting. “John Berryman, major or minor, would
you say?” There were long pauses. “The Dream Songs are brilliant,”
Lowell mused, “But what about some of the other work?” The
male graduate students made subdued murmuring noises. Lowell
ignored them. “Well, it’s not clear ...” he would offer, as if laying
a clue. “He doesn’t have the depth of, say, Randall Jarrell.” More
silence. Perhaps Lowell might turn his attention to the poetry of
another writer. “Now Emily Brontë, that’s clearer. Major or minor?
What would you say of her?” This was not clear to anyone ... Then
again, “But Berryman? Major? Or minor?” After an hour and a
half of this, eventually some sucker would lean forward, clear his
throat, and speak loudly enough to penetrate the Lowell fog. “I
think Berryman is a major poet. I mean, look at his achievement
...” “Wrong!” Lowell visibly swelled, looked as if about to crow.
His eyes glazed, seemed almost to cross. With a pitying smile he
leaned forward, addressing the poor misguided student who had
dared to hazard a guess. “Wrong. He’s minor. Definitely minor!”
Triumphantly, he untwisted himself, regarding the group with
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expansive pleasure. The issue was settled. “Now, what about Frost?”
Chastened, the graduate student settled back into silence, as did the
rest of the class ... It seemed insufferable to be forced to sit through
this, but we were so afraid he would completely “crack-up” that
no one dared leave. Embarrassed for him, we could hardly look
at each other as we left the room.
But this is no “kiss and tell” biography; if anything, it is a tell with a kiss
evocation of times gone by. The way Spivack tells it when Lowell came back
from England with his third marriage, to Caroline Blackwood, unravelling,
he casually suggested that they too should marry; but she parried “we’ve had
the best of each other.” He died in a cab on his way back to his second wife,
Elizabeth Hardwick, and Spivack’s own marriage unravelled the following
Spring. It was while sitting, frightened and alone, in the waiting room of a
children’s hospital while her eldest son was hospitalized, that she reached
out to start putting in order her memories, these portraits of the times she
lived in and what those poets were like. Time has not been kind to Robert
Lowell’s reputation. Philip Larkin sent him one of his own three volumes
with the dedication, “From a drought to a deluge,” and that implied criticism
is one later generations have shared. For all that Walcott taught his work
at Boston along with Thomas Hardy and Auden, I personally only took to
the dour architect. But Spivack, in listing the conversational titles of the
poems in Lowell’s roughest book, Notebooks 1967-68, caught a sense of
excitement, a sense of free fall and danger. That book is not included in his
Collected Poems, being considered too provisional, too rough and ready,
even by his executor and former student, Frank Bidart. Reading Spivack
made me buy a copy. Lowell could ask no better monument than that. We
are sometimes more interesting in our failures than in finished works, and
Spivack tells us why Lowell was lovable as well as mad. Precious few of
the biographers of that circle have had that breadth of heart.
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Tim Prior

flight
they drop in from over the lake,
sprouting landing gear and shedding speed
sparkling with landing lights, sound a deep mass
churning my breastbone,
radios tuned into runway 27, abandoning grace
at a rate of 500 feet per second
on a glide slope of 3 degrees;
when i was a boy, in the spring killdeers cried
turning on cool wind over the unplowed fields,
their flying sprouted like new grass
sweet air on light wings;
swallows rolled through the coach house
swift and surprising on summer days teasing
the slow cat; i watched a hawk turn in the top of the sky
above that great field, balancing on colour
lodged gliding in contours of air, strange eyes
tracking prey —
folded wings
		
and fall
dime-store kites drew my body
upward, away from rubber boots and wet earth,
suspending me weightless on that string,
with the high wind tugging, a vigour on the line,
some message transmitted into my body
i did not understand
one traces beauty in strange loves:
a boy entranced by a world war II fighter plane called a spitfire
an art deco jewel, its wings delicious ellipses;
i watched it making a low pass over the lake
before ontario place, summer lit, doing flick rolls
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above the bright water and the white sails of small craft,
air show brush strokes moving against the blue sky;
trying to possess this thing — flight — building
model airplane wings from balsa
wood as light as desire or thought,
rib and spar fashioned to magic lift from motion
a bone puppet covered in white tissue paper stretched hard
as an apple peel; the delicate bird machine handed
into calm air, the propeller’s spin sighing
out of the untwisting lapped chords
of elastic lubricated with olive oil,
the plane crawling barely upwards
holding off descent
for breathless seconds
(in that waiting there are wings against the shadowed choir,
when the easter palms were burned,
imperfect light rising into the vault of the darkened church
during the mass of the vigil, waiting for something to lift away
from the earth: the priest’s outstretched arms
figuring a sublime or a monstrous form
and the paschal candle newly lit, its weightless flame
shifting)
on takeoff, after the nose swings up,
unstuck from gravity; there is
the end of friction and the climbing away
on the heavy flex of intricate outspread wings,
the blood rising finally toward
the bright,
the unbound negative
of here
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moonshot
“oh boy”
Walter Cronkite, July 20, 1969.
the tv was in the den of the little brick house
at 41 stanley street in st thomas ontario,
a black and white rca where the friendly giant’s boots
were in a field outside that town of miniatures and i looked way up
when he asked (the drawbridge drawn closed under the credits,
and a cow leaping over the moon that sailed into the painted sky on the cbc);
it was under the end table by the sofa in that small room
where i hid from kindergarten in the morning and was found;
and i had a book called the astronauts
which had a black and white photograph of the interior
of apollo 1 which burned up on the launch pad
with grissom, white and chaffee trapped inside
who said, “there’s a fire here” and died because the door
could not be opened;
until the apollo 11’s saturn rocket, a white monolith, leapt
skyward, ice flaking off in the middle of july
in 1969, sliding strangely against flame
and a curved world in a fish-eye lens,
a concave bowl of light into space as far as
i remember.
the tv was beneath the bookshelves our father
had installed in the den, where my sister in grade 4 played
her 45s on the rca victrola stereo system
and i heard let it be and american woman
while her cool smug girlfriends lolled on the carpet;
there were instructions on how to photograph
the televison screen (a shutter speed of not less than 1/125 of a second),
and we had pulled out the sofa bed to camp on
in the darkened room, our father steadying
the yashica mat camera to take the picture
(the two photographs now in a shoebox in a closet,
somewhere, one of those pieces of property like the flotsam
of one’s own history, the ship long disappeared,
the journey and its waypoints still waiting):
two men on the moon way past my bedtime;
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watching re-entry 4 days later, out of radio silence
the three great candy-coloured parachutes blossoming
like ballons at a birthday party or a fairground,
the charred capsule riding south pacific swells,
right before lunch, peanut butter and honey sandwiches,
the crusts cut off, stacked on a plate in the middle of the table;
a small step for man was one more thing that happened
that summer; the next day we played in the yard
my imagination planted with that strange insect-like spacecraft
covered in gold foil and buzz aldrin’s faceless visor
mirroring a dazzling world, strange clear
curved and miniature: the great grasshopper leg of the lander,
and his small shadow on the surface of the moon
before him, extending toward the other figure waiting there,
the other astronaut on television
in the den of that little house
on stanley street
in st thomas ontario,
against the moon’s sharp horizon
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faith
the bells of st joan of arc at 1701 bloor street west
are ringing over the petro-can station on a saturday afternoon;
they ring over the brawl of traffic in the intersection,
and over the park where spring road is silence
and the creek moving over stone and shadow there;
they ring uphill toward the apartment building where i live
the broad vanes of the vertical blinds
rattling in the wind
in the art gallery of ontario
a bronze of the crucified christ made by bernini,
crossless and in flight on a saturday morning in may;
on the street outside there is the smell of pizza from pizzaiola
and tourists are filing past division 11 headquarters
like pilgrims, though i do not think
they come to see christ re-crucified
in the very centre of the reuben wells leonard rotunda;
the bells of st joan of arc are ringing backwards
in time to where i am listening to the 23rd psalm,
in wellington street public school:
“to lie down in green pastures” and “leadeth me beside still waters”
in a bright, high-ceilinged grade one classroom, seeing
watered green grass, a wandering brook —
recognizing these words held what a god was,
but how?
later finding a real world: killdeers calling, lofted on warm air
calling over a wide meadow, cattle grazing in late afternoon,
and i wade in rubber boots on a limestone shelf
quiet water shimmering around me, vivid
rust-coloured moss, stretched out in the current;
in the art gallery of ontario on a saturday morning in may,
sixteenth-century prayer beads; a small boxwood sphere,
fashioned in the shape of a polished skull with a little hinge
joining two close-fitted halves that open upon
an inwardness complete, peopled, and intricate:
adam and eve beneath the tree of life, slight as cuticles;
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hell a small pit, barely two inches in diameter, lined
with the damned, their bones like fragments of the world
gathered, the reflection on an eyeball, like the bones
of ants and butterflies, of small fish and eyelashes;
and in there, among the shadows cast by very small things,
a boy watching these faces:
“whom do you seek?”
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Hugh Graham

The Street

T

he street is empty and there is a silence like none in fifty years,
everyone gone while I alone refuse to go, can’t say why, something
to do with the place itself, even with a few houses here and there
bombed to oblivion. Perhaps I will die here. I’ve never imagined dying
anywhere else; even when I was travelling and living abroad, having sworn
never to come back, I had not imagined dying anywhere else; and equally,
when I was four or five I’d never thought of living anywhere else. Perhaps
I had always wanted to return, to live here in the place I have, at the same
time, hated, reviled for so long. And so I came back, returned to the top
floor of the corner house; it looked in all directions on rooftops and trees,
on the old neighbourhoods. Wendy, the woman I married, was dying and
I was looking after her upstairs, in the north bedroom. Wendy, faced with
a life of periodic poverty and malnutrition, had never cared much about
the future and she was full of mirth even as she died, still had traces of the
red hair and freckles despite the listlessness and the pallor as she gazed
through the window, at the sky during the day and the constellations at
night. The present calamity, the so-called end of the West, it was all on
radio, television, on the monitor before the images disintegrated and you
couldn’t tell whether the proliferation of old black and white newsreels,
ancient radio voices fogged by a hundred years were jamming and
disinformation or simply part of the breakdown, a sort of terminal, electronic
dementia. And then it all went black and silent and the warning came to
get out. The streets and houses emptied and her eyes were dead in the dawn
light, and I buried her in the sunless, grassless backyard and returned to
the top floor, which had in fact been my aunt’s apartment. It was there that
I’d come as a child to escape my parents; it was where I now stood in the
window regarding the dust-filled conflagration of twilight and wondered
about the whole eventide of so-called civilization. Years before, we’d been
in another house when Wendy had left me and I’d gone abroad. I’d inherited
this corner house and another house three doors up and had collected rents
from both, never expecting to return, cursing the memory of the place,
repudiating the city as a backwater of peculiar grimy red brick plainness,
its legions of ramshackle verandas, its vinyl siding and tin window frames,
its unique dreariness; but above all, I abhorred this street, dreaded it, the
whole two blocks in a forgotten corner of the heart of the city that I feared,
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loathed in nightmares, a place in which even the evening light was poisonous.
But nor had I thought I’d find Wendy again; she wrote me that she was in
straits, and I came back and took the third floor apartment, for in the end,
while all else is failing, you live only for love. It was she who brought me
back to a place I would otherwise have refused, would have cut my throat
rather than return, and to a house that itself sickened me. Now, at least, my
work, my only remaining love, sustains me through the spectre of total
annihilation as I collate data to determine, once and for all, if the juggernaut,
the insatiable monster of Progress has been worth it in view of the huge
losses incurred by its appetite; in fact this, precisely, has been my work:
to ask whether things were not better, in aggregate, at various points past
along the so-called ascent of the rectilinear Zoroastrian-Judeo-Christian
time scale that we call history. Say at some point or points over the last
two centuries before the sky acquired its distinctly chemical tint at dawn
and sunset, before the purges of peoples, before a pinkish-grey wash
replaced the sky, before the air smelled of something rather than nothing,
before summers roasted and the other seasons were reduced to an insipid
continuum. My hatred of the street, meanwhile, is partly related to unpleasant
things that happened here. But it’s also connected to a fear that, once back,
I would be unable to tear myself away again, yes, also because of love.
And it has actually happened but in the face of capture, interrogation,
torture and the possibility of execution. Of course, the street isn’t all bad
with its modest, fat-pillared single gable dwellings mixed with Richardson
Romanesque half mansions, sandstone oak leaf bas-reliefs, corbels and
tile, turrets, lintels, arches, pillars, the carved, closely-worked two-storey
verandas and balustrades, which, in brief moments, recall an oddly distorted
Haiti, medieval Turkey or Egypt, or Renaissance Italy. Inanimate things
that I love, alive with ineffable meaning, not to mention all the rooms I’ve
known due to the circumstances of my upbringing, other rooms nearby in
other houses looking onto alleys, roofs or other windows, trees at night
and sometimes even the Pleiades and then back home with a dying and
sanguinary sun in evening leaking through windows from a vile garden
and descending dining room walls like a receding inundation of blood. No,
it was nothing I could put my finger on, save one thing: the distant sound
of the train that ran across the north end of the street when my best friend
Stephen and I were little and played in the yards, the soporific rush and
whisper of the passing freight that got me to sleep. That and other things
yet unidentified, prevented me from leaving, from heeding the printed
warnings dropped from above, not that Wendy cared either way; it was the
late-evening narcotic whisper and the plangent wail of the horn from long
before, I believed I’d heard it when I was born, perhaps even before, in
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darkness, had certainly heard it well before my final diagnosis. Defective
was the word my father had used, the tone of candid, exasperated resignation
passed down from the nineteenth century and refined by the War and the
Depression. I couldn’t have been more than fifteen with stiff, unwashed
hair, my grimy winter ski coat, my pigeon toes, my lack of affect, an uneven
precociousness in astronomy and art, an affinity for certain aspects of
quantum physics and a complete failure to grasp the fulcrum not to mention
specific gravity. My preoccupation with cloud and sunlight, my academic
failure, the absence of interest in other people and complete lack of regard
for my appearance suggested autism, while the headaches and blackouts
and flashes of ecstasy and disinterested love pointed to brain damage or
epilepsy, conditions from which I am still not entirely free as I wait,
wondering about the end. In addition, my contentment with my aunt’s
apartment, unchanged and furnished with her furniture, stands as proof
that I have been succumbing to something all at once satisfying, terrible
and helpless, especially since it had been a refuge from my exacting parents
who had, once they’d acquired the money, adopted with silent ferocity a
style that can only be called patrician, a serene insistence on polished silver
and brass, damask, chinoiserie, wallpaper with gold and white Persian
motifs or the shadowless perfection of a Chinese landscape. While the third
floor had been a refuge, my aunt, an observant Roman Catholic, evinced
all of the Church’s liberality and compassion and none of its horror, sadism,
hatred, hypocrisy and violence. She recoiled at cruelty, unwitting of the
irony that it was in cruelty that the Church excelled. There were, and as
far as I know still are, three or four Virgins in the apartment, veiled and
unveiled in blue and white with and without the Infant, painted, cast or
molded, on walls, chests, tables. In those six rooms looking out on the city,
nothing impinged, things felt right and normal, which is odd since I couldn’t
have known what right and normal were. She put me up as often as she
could. But now, as I live on the next floor down, there is almost nothing
left as I ask myself why don’t you just run, get to the safe zone or entirely
out of the country while there is still a corridor? But the sound of the train
and other more important, indeed insistent things still unidentified come
back continually and keep me here, even though it is precisely because of
the railway that the area has been evacuated, the Dupont line just to the
north where oil terminals, weapons factories and depots are, or were,
situated, all along the tracks, the entire zone a target; officials even came
to the door, but love held me fast. The first rumbling rose in the night, the
street endowed for the first time ever with history, the city itself soon to
acquire the gloomy grandeur of Berlin, Tokyo, Dresden, Baghdad, the
historical lobotomy of the firestorm. I’d stand at night by Wendy’s empty
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bed listening as the bombardment moved along the rail line to the north
with the exaggerated roar of a freight train. From the top of the outside
stairs by the kitchen, the senseless illumination of the sky, the clouds of
fire, the lurid, burning columns of darkness, the fire-winds approaching
from the north and west even as the high basswood blossoms still lit the
dining room, the bombardment rolling in until the last bits of reception
were gone along with the Web, whereupon I printed off all my work, and
the lights went out, and after the ripping howl of the fighter-bombers the
phone was gone. There wasn’t much left in the refrigerator or the pantry;
I rationed myself on the last of the bread when everything shook and the
place was filled with dust and splinters. One corner of the apartment and
the roof had been ripped away, briefly disclosing Pisces in the night sky:
how, after that, can I ever leave, I thought, as I moved whatever candles,
sheets, clothes and books down a flight to where I am now, the old man,
my tenant gone, the big rooms I had not seen in so long, empty-feeling
and dusty, still dark green with wide bay windows and furnished as before.
I tried the black rotary phone, which the old man had continued to use, the
line hissing with static and an odd murmur of 1930s dance music. He’d
been an academic and protegé of my Uncle Edgar — who had himself
been a scholar and diplomat, living and dying here thirty years before, a
sullen man with stiff white hair in a soiled green dressing gown and glasses,
the arms sticking, upward, caught in the wisps of hair above his ears. His
typewriter was still there. Under various guises, Uncle Edgar had caused
things to happen in Africa and in Indochina, in Whitehall, the State
Department and in Beijing. Edgar was coolly impersonal, but this place,
too, had come as a relief from home as he ignored my fixations, introversion
and general obtuseness; it was he who taught me to test my various, nearuseless precocities out in the real world. Even as the bombing came close,
I was able to work on the typewriter using my own books and his, which
remained in shelves in the threadbare sitting room on the east side that
faced the street, the street from which, least of all now, have I been able
to tear myself, even as the candlelight strains my eyes. The air assault
stopped quite suddenly, enabling me to take some air, and I went up the
street passing the other house where I have a tenant, a wide brick place
with shutters; farther up, rats scrambled in the heaps of brick from half
wrecked houses and the gush of a broken water main. Further along, the
house of my childhood friend, Stephen, remained intact while the sudden
calm and the increase of devastation toward the tracks presaged an invasion.
Even now, as I look out through the ruins, the air still and ionized like the
air before a thunderstorm, I ponder my own progress toward an end which,
despite a desultory pattern, shows an overall tendency toward decline,
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mimicking history, or vice versa. I take advantage of the silence to wander
farther afield in search of food, the lull recalling the Saturday morning
quiet of childhood with nothing but the cawing of crows, for they caw now
as they did then, in a brief surge of love-memory, though on the main streets
the stores are boarded up or looted so that I’m reduced to looking through
whatever houses I can get into. It’s night when I enter what was once Mr.
Molnar’s house next door. Having fled during the Hungarian Revolution,
Mr. Molnar had believed nuclear war imminent; there’d been talk of a
bomb shelter, and in the basement I find, behind a pile of doors and storm
windows, a safe room stacked with imperishable foods from the 1950s,
Campbell’s Soup, Argentine corned beef, Corn Flakes and other comestibles
which, with the use of a pot, Edgar’s fireplace and debris for fuel, allow
me to remain where I am. Late one evening a gentle knock at door. I
recognize a beautiful face; though two years older than I, one of those
self-care women, forever going to the gym, the chiropractor, the massage
therapist, reiki and all the rest; she’d spied me from a distance and asks if
I was picking garbage in the ruins. I say certainly not and offer her Corn
Flakes, tinned beef and water, which she politely declines. She’s trying to
persuade me to get out. There was a time when I would have followed her
anywhere; she’d been one of the faraway beautiful older girls from around
the block, and I’d longed for her, it seems, all my life; but not even the
memory of that hot evening excitement, of fevered evening light, which
is the sex that children sense but do not actually know and which now,
however urgently recalled, has no hope of pulling me away from the street.
“You’re facing certain death,” she says as I offer her crackers and water.
For much of my life, once or twice a year, I’d watched her become a woman
and had never ceased to be astonished, seeing her in the odd supermarket
or pharmacy after I returned from abroad, and even now I sense that she’s
reaching out in a belated attempt to revive some old comradeship, some
deep meaning from the past and urging me to come along with her. By
dark, I am once again alone, though I have to admit that the loves I’d
pursued had indeed always been impossible and far away, whether around
the world or around the block. Back near the beginning, on my tricycle,
I’d watch a woman at the next corner after this, along the end of the block,
her small mock Tudor house visible yet from the window behind me where
I am working, a beautiful woman from the cover of a Signet paperback;
and a man with a cap and glasses would arrive in a red sports car and she’d
get in, and one day I believed that his car had flown away taking her into
the west, the land of the world beyond. The idea had always been to follow
them into the evening sky, to escape home, but of course I later took refuge
with my aunt or with Uncle Edgar when I was a shambling friendless oddity
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in a Catholic high school. I had then begun reading history at Uncle Edgar’s,
the same books in the same bookcases that face me now. History has not
changed that much. It was there, from Edgar’s window, in my awful
adolescent years, that I’d see at dusk or at night, in the vanishing point at
the ends of long dark streets, the weakest glimmer of a future; or upstairs,
from my aunt’s windows faint, almost non-existent lights beyond the dark
on the horizon or even the very farthest stars a million years in the past.
These gave me hope. Or at least something that might end in hope. Anything,
as long as it was far away. It was at Edgar’s that I discovered Rimbaud,
not the poetry so much as the getting away as far as possible, being a trader
in Ethiopia; even an early death from amputation in Marseilles would have
seemed a triumph. I type away on a manuscript about the descent of progress
to mere morphology, worked out in a palimpsest of paper text and notes,
which is no longer about the march of democracy and liberty, equality and
fraternity and even Justice, for those haven’t been ends so much as means
to ends lost to view, ends which I am increasingly pressed to encapsulate
in a vague notion — the sublime of which the synecdoche is the volcano,
epitomized in all art as the addiction to drama, to comedy and tragedy,
both of which are founded on human defectiveness, to horror, sensation,
electronic games of apocalypse, romantic suffering and schadenfreude,
the strange beauty of spectacular destruction, malicious gossip, fire, blizzard,
blood and twilight, passion, sadness. This is what freedom means; it doesn’t
mean order and contentment, which we destroy as soon as we have it; no,
endless flirtation with death, the freedom to love blindly, stupidly, to exult
in pain — mere contentment has never been enough for the late West — the
failure of Robespierre’s good sans-culottes repeated with Dick and Jane.
But then what of the eternity of night rain and bells, of certain kinds of
light and dusty walls, of the odd sort of love that merely rests and stays?
In the 1960s on the street, as in the dull city itself, splendor was still secret
in books and back alleys, in gardens and reddening, heavy skies. And now,
back in the very room where I came of age and struck outward only to
return, as I am headed, it seems, even farther back into that from which I
came. There is a sound, engines from somewhere; I see below me, walking
up the street as if he were alone, a man, doubtless a vanguard, a scout
carrying a sniper’s rifle. A helicopter gunship from nowhere and he falls,
blood blackening the asphalt. I emerge at night, moving quickly, at least
for my age, and obtain his rifle and ammunition. In the day, I return to the
ruin of the third floor with a few tins of 1950s pears and a supply of Corn
Flakes, find a chink in the blasted wall, an opening screened by branches,
hidden by the alley with a single bit of street perfectly encompassed by
the scope. What better conditions to maximize the marksmanship of a
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complete amateur? In an hour, two more men arrive to attend to the body,
and my finger freezes as I consider that perhaps they too have a street
somewhere. In confusion I fire, breaking the window of the vehicle. The
dead man is removed and that night the retaliation is total. I’m thrown from
bed as a shell blasts through the second floor and I bundle the typewriter,
food and papers down another flight to the main floor which is bare, once
rented unfurnished to a group of students long since gone. I drag down
what furniture I can, down to the old apartment. We’d moved there long
ago — a morning in the fall, I was about seven, not yet diagnosed. I walked
around the block, and it was suddenly an enclosed world, the houses, the
blowing treetops, the sky, feeling a sort of grandeur as if, sooner or later,
I’d be able to enter the houses and join the people I had known, the children
who had moved away, to grasp something before it was irretrievable — a
sort of resurrection of the dead. Perhaps it was only the roar of the wind
in my ears, a sound that never quite went away. I think I’d made it all a
refuge, if only in the mind, from something terrible, something I’d wanted
to get away from, and now I am there again, having dragged a couch and
a low table down the stairs and put them before the fireplace where I warm
myself and cook with burning garbage. At dusk, I light candles in order to
work, for however long, knowing the invasion will come: it’s inevitable.
Or I walk the halls, pausing by a back room on an alley where I watched
television much of the nine years that we were here, or simply stared. I
excelled in art, failed in everything else. My father looked at the art with
interest moderated by skepticism, thought perhaps they had an idiot savant
at best. He was a publicist and a connoisseur of painting and furniture, an
impeccable dresser with a receding hairline and horn-rimmed glasses,
regarding me as a critic or a patron might regard a once-promising artist,
with brisk, sad resignation, ready to move on. My mother, who read all
day or was distracted, also looked upon me with benign resignation or
briefly ennobled me as a defective child out of Dickens or Dostoevsky, the
only worlds she could stand sober. On her drunken binges, she’d tell me I
was the end product of some congenital dementia, the end of the line,
speaking to me as if I were an adult, and even worse, as if I were normal.
Or she would refer to something I had done, something unnamed, and
when I told her I couldn’t remember, she’d say I was lying and that I was
responsible for the slow destruction of the family — a moral problem at
an early age, a Catholic problem, she herself guilty and lapsed, of Irish
descent. So I’d go upstairs and stay with her sister, and when she was away,
I’d stay with family friends a block or two away. Home, the apartment
itself, with its labyrinth halls, had been an inward-turning trap of mortal
sin introduced by Baltimore Catechism. On the day of the Cuban Missile
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Crisis, I desperately hoped for the sky to catch fire in a total and terminal
conflagration, destroying everything so that I wouldn’t have math with
Mrs. Carly in the morning, so there wouldn’t even be a morning, Mrs.
Carly who described to us how easy it was to fall to hell and burn forever.
And then the Clemences up the street, the family that drove me up to school,
the car filled with children, all sickly, neurasthenic, pale, unathletic and
with allergies and phobias, pasty, purulent, unsocial, endowed solely with
high IQs and raised on Wonder Bread and canned pork and beans, all
knowing the French Revolution by the age of eight — people with whom
I was lucky enough to stay when my mother had lost consciousness. It was
with the Clemences that I was sent to the first day of kindergarten, a blue
Chevy full of fears, introversion, allergies and anemia, up the hill to the
Convent School and the smell of finger paint, of hot, suffocating baking
bread and heating pipes, the sound of a piano and the bell ringing for the
children to sit down; I myself being unable to find a chair since they had
no extra chair and the nun being enraged that I was still on my feet, seizing
me and beating me in the head and slamming me to the floor in front of
the silent class until I was thrown into the girls’ washroom with paper towel
to stop the bleeding. I was tested by a doctor. My parents said things I
never quite understood about perceptual problems, about a head injury. By
then my mother had already begun to drink; downstairs in the dining room
in a sick evening light, she’d sit while I ate my supper and tell me how
terrible I was and that the Chinese had a bomb that would reduce us all to
ashes. There is a distant din now, perhaps engines, planes, armour. I wonder
about the early sixties that followed, the moderation of the climate, more
mist and fog, less heat, less destitution, less wealth, snow in winter, ball
hockey over ice, broken cement and twigs with Stephen up the street, the
forsythia, lily of the valley, the crocuses and lilacs in spring; no one thought
much about the climate, a quiet brilliance then, a time of flowering scarlet
against grey days. I think the grey is part of the reason I can’t leave; it’s
the spring air then and now, the incomparable air, the atmosphere outside
the house. Even then there was the happy sense of something about to end,
and, indeed, I was sent to France where a talent for minutiae and fixation
began, very slowly, to provide the semblance of a life made up of very
specific mental tasks no one else wanted to do. Early this morning the
supersonic howl and thunder of fighter jets and then a barrage that breaks
all the windows. At dawn, I pack up the manuscript, the typewriter and a
suitcase and head north, away from the offensive, passing the other rental
property and wondering about the tenant. I knock to find the door drifting
open, the poor old woman having fled, leaving a spattering of blood in dust
in empty rooms. I have not seen these rooms in fifty-odd years. I ascend
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the stairs, past the empty spaces of what had been a hall, bedroom and
sitting room, ascend another flight and settle in the bare northeast room
that had long ago been a spare bedroom, and which, as a child, I had
imagined would be my office, where I would work all my life. There had
been no sense of change then, only the instinctive, uncomplicated
apprehension of eternity, that sense in children, which slowly dies as it
turns into time, error, loss and eventually death. And yet there is still
something there, a sort of love, ungraspable, invisible, and I wonder about
all the rest, what is actually being lost in the general collapse since so much
has become temporary — a matter of convenience, of short-term contract,
expedience, a strange and vast emptiness that has been dated to the 1980s.
I had believed I would live and work forever here in this first house of all
houses, that all travel would lead to and from this door, the house of my
birth. Why move anywhere else? It was where I played with my friend
Stephen. We invented mythologies that encompassed the block, we dug
holes in the backyard on warming spring days, holes that we thought would
get us through to China. I subsist on the same 1950s food, the tinned
Argentine beef, the Campbell’s Soup, the Wonder Bread. This house, the
alley, the grass where I’d played with the two little girls across the street,
sisters who towed me around in my wagon in the simple backyard to the
sound of the train; where I saw the first snowfall, the sun, the sky, the first
lamp and the first chair, all changeless, and Wendy, the younger of the two
sisters, Wendy whom I had found again and whom I had now buried, my
first and last. And now on the third floor of the first house, I no longer hear
the train, the fighting is getting louder and closer, everything shaking and
breaking in thunder and dust. I am getting weaker, but at least there is the
blue sky and the green square of the yard and the two girls where it all
might have stayed, the thing that is still in the air, which is I why I remain,
the thing that is indestructible, the thing that always was, is, and always
will be.
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Michael Meagher

Back at It
You couldn’t blame anybody, really
after what’s-his-name, the new guy
had too much slack on his rope
and disappeared over the gutter
and into the motel siding, his arm coming
down onto a window frame (lucky,
everyone thought, it wasn’t an inch
to the left, the glass, or he didn’t
knock himself out, dangle there
from his harness, ten feet up,
till someone could get to him,
lower him down to the ground);
no, you couldn’t blame anybody
for getting right back at it
once he was taken away
because it happened all the time,
or at least it had happened before,
to a couple of the guys up there,
or worse, like the old roofer
one of them knew, who broke his back
hitting the concrete, or the guy
whose legs were burnt inside out
from a set of electrical wires.
It’s not like they didn’t care,
but it was just a little fracture,
and they had work to do.
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Easy Street
They gave him a hard time, right
from the beginning, the first day.
I’m sure he’d never rolled out a
piece of sod in his life, picked up
a brick, pushed a wheelbarrow.
He had a common name, Mike
or Dave, but everyone called him
Easy Street. They had him doing
grass at first, then gardening
before they moved him over to
construction. Once, when he
was in a rush, off to a doctor’s
appointment, someone doubleparked him with a skid-steer.
Another time, they threw his
lunch into the pool they’d just
finished. This sort of thing
went on all summer, until
late August, when he was sent
over to do sod. The guy who
was running the site, Tom,
had given Easy some trouble
at the beginning of the summer.
When Easy rolled into the
backyard with a wheelbarrow
of sod, Tom said, “put half
here and the rest on the other
side.” “Either here or there,
I’m fucking dropping it,” and
he tipped over the barrow, then
went back out front to get another load. That’s when everyone knew it wasn’t a total
waste of Easy’s summer.
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Yves Bonnefoy

Vrai Nom
Je nommerai désert ce château que tu fus,
Nuit cette voix, absence ton visage,
Et quand tu tomberas dans la terre stérile
Je nommerai néant l’éclair qui t’a porté.
Mourir est un pays que tu aimais. Je viens
Mais éternellement par tes sombres chemins.
Je détruis ton désir, ta forme, ta mémoire,
Je suis ton ennemi qui n’aura de pitié.
Je te nommerai guerre et je prendrai
Sur toi les libertés de la guerre et j’aurai
Dans mes mains ton visage obscur et traversé,
Dans mon cœur ce pays qu’illumine l’orage.
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Yves Bonnefoy, Du mouvement et de l’immobilité
de Douve © Mercure de France, 1953

Survivor
You were a mansion. I now pronounce you desert.
Your voice is darkness. I see nothing in your face.
When you are lowered into the dry earth I will pronounce
Worthless the spark that once ignited us.
You are death. I have no trouble naming you.
I tracked you endlessly through the long night.
I obliterate beauty, desire, all trace of you.
I am your enemy, without mercy or shame.
I pronounce you war. And I will have from you
The spoils of war. I survived. I came through.
I will hold between my hands your ruined face
And light up this land with the fury in my heart.
			

translated by John Gilmore
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Jacques Roubaud

Je rêve ...
je rêve que tu souris
que je te parle à ma porte
des livres que tu as lus
du temps comme tu le sens
c’est une nuit à Paris
puis il pleut dans notre vin
je rêve un jardin mouillé
puis nous marchons dans la rue
comme au retour de l’école
au devant de notre chien
adieu adieu l’âge des jeux
l’âge des vents est fini
et tout pouvait être mieux
tout pouvait être différent
je m’éveille dans les cris
un fou avec dérision
appelle Marie Marie
et moi je suis dans ce noir
et je sais que tu es mort
et personne ne t’attend
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Dream

		
you are smiling
we are talking at my door
of books read and time
as it feels to you now, passing
it is night, Paris
our glasses fill with rain
I see a garden, drenched
then we are walking home
like we used to, from school
home to play with our dog
adieu, childhood games
that age of promise, gone
everything could have turned out
different, everything
better —
I wake, cry out
a voice mad with loathing calls
Marie
Marie
I am in darkness
I know you are dead
I know that nothing
and no one
waits for you
		

translated by John Gilmore
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Sneha Madhavan-Reese

Cutting Out Hearts
At the kitchen table,
I’m practicing on scrap before I tackle
the few sheets of red. Their shapes never please me —
too long, too short, too narrow, too wide. I know you would help me,
if you were here. You would draw and redraw, measure
and assess, pick up the tiny scissors and give
the task your full attention. You would present me your heart,
fondant cake on a gilt platter, saying,
Is it not perfect?
Is it not just what you need?
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Larry Mathews

Oracle of Deep Time
The Shell of the Tortoise by Don McKay
(Kentville, NS: Gaspereau Press, 2011, 149
pp., $25.95).

T

he Shell of the Tortoise collects four
essays and an “assemblage” in which
Don McKay eloquently articulates an
explanation of his values as a poet whose
primary concern is to do what he takes to be
true of all artistic endeavour: to obey “this urge
to connect with the world in a way that lets
primal otherness loose inside culture” (142).
How does one do this as a twenty-first
century poet? A major and obvious challenge is
to avoid the label of Romanticism, whether of
the Wordsworthian variety with its focus on the
benign interaction of the human and the natural,
or the more extreme Blakean variety (though
Blake is not mentioned by name), “where the
reality of the world is taken to depend on the
creativity of the arts” (148).
McKay’s strategy is to place himself in a
tradition that is at once Canadian and beyond
(or post-?) national or even Western, one
that he identifies as “Geopoetry ... the place
where materialism and mysticism, those
ancient enemies, finally come together, have
a conversation in which each harkens to the
other, then go out for a drink” (11). (The wit
of that sentence is a trademark of McKay’s
prose, a major factor in making the volume a
pleasure to peruse.)
The specifically Canadian version of this
tradition is the subject of an essay titled “Great
Flint Singing: Reflections on Canadian Nature
Poetries.” He begins with a discussion of the
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“iconic status” (25) of Duncan Campbell Scott’s “The Height of Land,”
which, he argues, makes “two modern modifications to the standard
Romantic view of nature” (30) that, taken together (I’m oversimplifying),
involve a diminution of the human role in the poet’s interaction with the
mysterious “Something” (Scott’s word) to which the poem bears witness.
To call “iconic” a poem that will be unfamiliar to all but a small number
of poets and academic specialists is an act of considerable critical nerve
on McKay’s part, but he needs it — or something like it — to provide
a central example to help him define a tradition that runs counter to the
standard view, propagated in the sixties by Northrop Frye and Margaret
Atwood, that Canadian poets interpret the wilderness as “sinister and morally
nihilistic” (36). In the rest of the essay, he briefly discusses a number of
poets whose work belies the Frye/Atwood gospel, including Birney, Lee,
Purdy, Kroetsch, a host of lesser-known figures, and a cast of thousands
in a “For Further Study” section at the end, his own study, he modestly
asserts. He somewhat coyly distances himself from the implication that
he’s constructing a “canon,” which “seems especially inappropriate as the
principle of coherence for nature poetries,” preferring to suggest that he’s
outlining the critical equivalent of an “ecosystem” (73). Of course what
he’s doing is presenting a list of poets whose work he believes his audience
should read. The distinction between such a list and a canon may be too
fine for many readers to appreciate.
The major omission from his canon/ecosystem is, inevitably, McKay
himself. But in the next section, titled “The Muskwa Assemblage,” he
provides evidence that he clearly belongs to it. The “Assemblage” is his
account of his participation in the project of a group of artists who spent
time in a wilderness area of northern British Columbia, responding to the
environment in various ways. Comprising a series of meditations, anecdotes,
and short poems, his contribution celebrates his sense that “the wilderness
resonates” with what Simone Weil calls “an impersonal part of the soul”
(91). “It is a sense,” McKay continues, “that carries us farther than any
humanism, farther than art. It may be experienced as astonishment; it
may come tinged with terror” (91). The sequence ends with a short poem
in which McKay’s speaker, “watching the caribou in my binoculars,” is
disconcerted by a sandpiper which “scuttles over my foot,” the wilderness
personified as “ something fierce / and shrill” which sends its own inadvertent
message, “leaving / a trail of delicate x’s in the sand” (113). Like Scott’s
“Something,” the bird’s “x” can’t be named or interpreted, but its (in this
case) subtle intrusive power can’t be denied. There has been no Romantic
epiphany laden with human-imposed “significance,” but rather an encounter,
however low-key and humorously received, with something akin to “primal
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otherness.”
In the other three essays, McKay explores the broader implications
of his position. In the first, he champions the notion of “geopoetry,”
the union of “the region of the scientific frame” with “the capacity for
astonishment and the power of possibility” (16), an approach that avoids
the trap of Romanticism, which, in McKay’s view, betrays “the other” by
“welcoming it into the Same as a form of humanism” (21). (Wordsworth
is the prime example.) Instead, the perspective of science — here in the
specific form of its delivery of the idea of “deep time” (23), the fact that
there has been life on this planet for half a billion years — gives us “the gift
of defamiliarization, becoming other to ourselves” (24), and a concomitant
sense of “astonishment” that is the obverse of the Romantic affirmation of
our (uniquely valuable) humanity.
Contemplation of deep time should trigger a sense of astonishment.
McKay even reproaches himself comically when this doesn’t happen as
he presents scientific “facts” in a “level tone”: “Instead of that level tone,
I should be clapping my hand to my head and uttering expressions like
‘holy jumpin schmoley,’ and ‘forty-five friggin million years,’ and ‘can
you believe this ...’” (122). Of course he’s mocking the ecstatic tone of the
Romantic epiphany, but, at the same time, one notes the presence of some
sort of doctrinal agenda. McKay compares himself to James Hutton, who
in 1795 discovered evidence of “deep time” by observing a geological
formation in Scotland, at which point, McKay speculates, he “clapped his
hand to his head and exclaimed the eighteenth century Scot’s equivalent
of ‘holy jumpin schmoley’” (123). One of the implications of Hutton’s
insight was that it “punctured the notion that the earth was, on the basis of
the biblical account of creation, six thousand years old” (124). And along
with that goes the idea that the world has a “narrative shape” (133) of
whatever duration. Perhaps McKay is suggesting that his approach will
provide the basis of a sort of post-religion, one that, unlike both Christianity
and Romanticism, will allow for powerful emotional experience while
insisting that its participant not lose touch with scientifically-revealable
“natural” reality.
This hypothesis is given further credence by the argument of the last
essay, “The Shell of the Tortoise,” in which McKay notes that Hermes used
the shell of a tortoise to invent the lyre — a connection with the natural
world that the “forgetfulness and hubris in Romanticism” (148) would cause
us to overlook. The lyre passes from Hermes to Apollo to Orpheus, who,
“it is worth remembering, wound up getting torn apart by the maenads as
punishment for his failure to properly acknowledge Dionysos, the god of
natural energies” (148). The phrase “natural energies” sounds very much
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like the “primal otherness” referred to at the beginning of this review. The
context of Greek mythology allows the task of the poet to be defined in
a more decorous and traditional way than that suggested by such phrases
as “holy jumpin schmoley”: to give utterance to the “chthonic word ...
the voice that would serve to connect us with the earth. Oracle, in short”
(144).
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Edward Lemond

Lament
For Irmi

I
I thought we would have something to say
to each other at the end, but apparently not.
This is a great sadness. You made no effort,
as far as I know, to call me or send word
that you were ill. What we experienced
together, the early years at university,
the joy of finding so much in common,
coming to a new country, children,
work, travel, the apartments we rented,
the houses we owned, the places we lived,
the hard times, the divorce, all this and more,
is there anyone, except me, who still cares
about any of this, now that you are gone?
The children were your greatest achievement.
Being a mother suited you well. For a while
it didn’t seem possible, but it happened,
and you took full advantage and attained
a sort of perfection, growing far beyond
what you had been, answerable to no one,
in no one’s shadow. You were everything
you were meant to be, caring, strict, tender,
sometimes short-tempered, always proud.
How sad then that you were caught up,
at the end, in a dispute between your son
and daughter, and found yourself unable
to say or do anything to mend the rift.
Against all the voices, all the confusion
you struggled to be whole again.
But instead of reaching out to others
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you turned inward. You told no one,
or very few. You did not want us to know.
You wanted to save yourself for the battle
ahead, but the battle was already lost.
Even now, a year after your death,
you continue to keep your distance,
refusing to enter into my dreams,
or take any part in my waking life.
None of my other dead have refused
to return to me as you have refused.

II
All your life you were good at endings.
Family, friends, lovers, when outgrown,
you left behind, like a snake sheds its skin
as it continues to grow, and also as a way
to rid itself of parasites. Why should I be
surprised that you had nothing to say
to me, during your illness, and in the days
and weeks after your death? Did you not
once stop to think I might have wanted
to talk with you and reach some sort
of understanding? I suppose you had your
reasons, but they remain as mysterious to me
today as they were when we were married.
Flowers, trees, shrubs, grass, various animals
that remain during the harsh winter months,
in hibernation, or protected by thick layers
of fur or finely oiled feathers, all find
a way to survive, but you, you too easily
gave up the fight. You too readily embraced
alternative therapies, refusing the tried
and the tested. What bad advice did your friends
give you, the few you confided in? The insiders
you cultivated who thought like you and wrapped
themselves in the cloak of superior wisdom.
Why did you listen to them? I don’t blame you,
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I blame them. You could be here with us still.
You had no need to take anyone’s advice.
You had a mind of your own, and a will
as close to unbreakable as any I’ve seen.
A decision, once made, was a path in the forest
from which there could be no turning back.
This served you well, in a life where the odds
were stacked against you. It had its dark side,
inevitably. A strong will, when thwarted,
lashes out in anger. The leaf that shines bright
in the sun has a dark underside where the slug
clings, and makes itself at home, and eats.
In everything, you had to come out on top.
With you it was either give way, or fight.

III
You continued to work almost to the end.
It is what you wanted, more than anything.
You loved your work, and you were widely
admired for the skill you brought to it,
and the kindness you showed to clients.
I’m glad you received the recognition
you deserved, even if it came from those
who did not know you, though they thought
they did. It was the middle of May when you
suprised us with your dying. The lilac bush
had hardly begun to bloom. The tulips, under
one last snowfall, had wilted. The crocuses
and the snowdrops had come and gone.
For a long time you kept even the children
in the dark. What were you thinking?
What if you had died even more quickly
than you did, before you had called them home?
What a catastrophe that would have been.
But in the end, as if by some miracle, both
your son and your daughter were at your side.
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What more can you ask, than to be surrounded
at the end of life by those you most love?
Though I was not there, and my experience
of the event amounts to less than nothing,
I find solace in the knowledge that they
were with you, and they remember it.
The range of your interests and talents
was remarkable. You sought new ways
of living and working that better reflected
who you were. As you gained confidence,
the outlines of your character became clear.
Whatever brought you closer to completion
as a human being, you embraced. Whatever
did not, you let go. You gave up your work
with laboratory animals and found
your true calling in the helping profession.
As others opened themselves to you,
you opened yourself to the larger world.
All that was creative in you flowered.
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Edward Cloney

Birthday Cake
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oe was twelve and I was ten. The time the Indian kid got killed. The
frogs had started to sing a couple of nights before, over at the millpond.
It was early spring and the going away of the snow. Our mother said
it was her favourite thing, the frogs singing like that, and I figured she
enjoyed them so much because it meant the cold winter was over. And
what singing it was! What croaks! Loud and louder and one night about
midnight or so they woke me up — that’s how much of a racket they were
making. I laid listening, half asleep, and I looked out the window at the
cloudy moon sailing by, quiet as a ghost and I thought nothing could be
better than this: my mother’s spring frogs singing at last, the moon racing
away so purposeful and unafraid and me half awake and watching it, at
God knows what time of night — and knowing, absolutely knowing, that
come morning there would be a new day of adventure — surprise even.
You expected that. At ten you expected that. But not a dead Indian kid.
“Somethin’s wrong,” our father said. He finished his tea in a final gulp
and got up from the breakfast table.
“What?” Ma asked. She sat our porridge before us and Joe shovelled
piles of brown sugar on his ’til Pa, without a word, took the bowl from
him and sat it over on the sideboard. I couldn’t believe it! There was Joe’s
sugar mound and he was tracing little sluiceways in it with his finger and
filling them with milk from the pitcher. And there was my flat porridge
with the ugly skin thing already forming on top of it. And there was the
sugar bowl sitting by itself on the sideboard. “Sugar don’t grow on trees,”
Pa said.
“But ...” I stammered, trying not to look at Joe’s big smirk.
“What did you say?” Ma asked. “What’s wrong?”
“The sugar!” I blurted, and pointed to it. But she ignored me, too; it
was Pa she was asking.
“Somethin’s the matter,” he said again. “The freight’s still here. It
was shunted to the siding — been here all night — still here. I’m headin’
over.”
He took his hat and coat from the hooks by the door and left still putting
them on. Ma got up and wordlessly brought the sugar bowl to me. Relieved
and brave I swung a savage kick at Joe’s legs. But missed, and scraped my
shin on the table leg instead.
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“Ow!”
“Har — har,” Joe sang.
“Heard the frogs last night,” Ma said. “Didn’t hear no train shuntin’.
Eat your porridge you two.”
***
Ambrose. A small town near the sea, but not on the sea, in Nova Scotia.
Where Joe and I grew up. I’m speaking now of the 1950s. In those years our
father worked for the railroad, the CNR. Which explains his concern that
morning. Anything going on at the train station he very much considered
his business, though his duties there were minor ones. That is not to say
they were unimportant duties: he kept the switches clear of snow in winter,
and of grass and weeds in summer. And he safety-inspected the rails on a
daily basis, riding up and down the tracks in a little covered trolley he had
named Nancy (an old girlfriend according to Ma). He refused my and Joe’s
repeated requests for a ride on it saying simply that it was not the CNR’s
business to amuse kids. Our mother told us that our father dreamed of one
day being the station agent — the main man — in charge of all that went
on there. She also told us that that would never happen, that it was just a
foolish dream he had.
But our father’s aspiration/dream was not lost on Joe and me, not by any
means. Young as we were, we knew how important the train station was.
Our town was a railroad town and we simply took it for granted that it was
a given — that every town had one. The station was a place of wonder — it
was a magical castle — and the station agent was its undisputed king. It
even looked like a castle, a small one anyway. It was unique — the only
building on the south side of Ambrose not made of wood. It was made
of brick — and what bricks they were! Neat and smooth and their colour
was orange. And the orange bricks glowed in different shades of orange
depending on the time of day and time of year. Inside, there was a big
waiting room, with long, heavy, wood benches where you sat and waited
for the train to come. And opposite the benches was the station agent’s
office, separated from the waiting room by a half-room high wall with a
glass wicket that lifted up and down. Through the wicket, when it was
up, you could see him — the agent/king going about his business: selling
tickets, giving information to customers — and sometimes, if you were
lucky, tapping out telegraph messages (to whom? to where?). To the whole
world our father said, knowingly. The agent always wore a neat jacket, shirt
and tie and his hat was like a cop’s hat — it had a fair-sized silver badge
in the middle of the front. But he only wore the hat when it was train time,
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when he had to go outside and meet the train and see it on its way again.
Upstairs in the station there was an apartment where the agent and his
family lived. In summer, the agent’s wife grew flowers in window boxes
under all the station’s windows — both up and down windows. There was
even a box of flowers that hung under the double-sided sign that announced
your arrival to our town: Ambrose the sign said. Joe and I explored our
town’s train station, our castle, this wonderful place, whenever we wanted
to, despite our father’s orders to stay away. Twelve and ten — of course
we did.
The passenger train arrived each day at 12:35 noon. The train was called
the Jitney. It came up the Short Line from Pictou, and, after Ambrose,
had only five more miles to go before it connected to the Main Line up at
Ambrose Junction where passengers changed trains and boarded the big
trans-continentals going either east to Halifax or west to Montreal and on
out to the prairies and Vancouver. One hour later the Jitney would return
to Ambrose with new passengers, then go on back down to Pictou. And so
the train, and its station, especially at this two-to-three hour period — well
you can see how it would have such a strong presence, such a vibrancy
in our little town and why we were all so smitten by it — Joe and me and
Pa.
Here is what we did, me and Joe, in that magic time. Before the train
arrived, we’d hang around and gawk at the passengers in the waiting room.
We’d watch the station agent, too, at work behind his wicket, who totally
ignored us, so used to us I suppose. Outside, we placed nails and pennies
(if we had a couple to spare) on a rail, to be melted and flattened by the
train’s great wheels. Maple leafs and the Queen’s head flattened to tiny,
shiny pancakes, the nails into silver slivers, no two ever the same. One time
Joe and I snuck on board the Jitney and went all the way up to Ambrose
Junction. It was Joe’s idea; he always had the great ideas. The conductor
was angry with us when he found we had no tickets and declared we’d
be walking back (we were prepared to do just that — it was part of the
plan). What a trip! We stuck our heads out the window and tried to count
the telegraph poles as they flashed by — but couldn’t — they were going
so fast. At one spot, a panicky deer pronged across the tracks — just in
the nick of time. And at a beaver dam, a huge-winged baldheaded eagle
slowly took off when the train blew its whistle. It turned an angry scowl
at us as if to say: “Yeah, well I was leaving anyway.” At the Junction, we
saw for the first time the big train from Halifax, waiting and panting, all
ready to head west. We were stunned by the size of the big train’s engine,
as it grunted and strained — so different from our little train. And which
we were allowed to return home on. We figured the conductor was afraid
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he’d be in trouble if he kicked us off — and somehow that didn’t seem
right — we were the ones that should have been in trouble after all. So
we didn’t gloat or anything and only let a few yips out the open window
in celebration as we neared home. And Joe even told the conductor we
were sorry as we hit the platform running. He waggled a silent finger at
us and we got the message: “Try it again and you will be in trouble.” We
honoured the warning and hitched no more free rides on the Jitney. One
was enough anyway — we’d made our point: we were now full members
of the train world of our town.
Two other things about the Ambrose train station back then: upstairs in
the train station, upstairs in the castle, there lived a beautiful Princess. Her
name was Sara. And also, every night, there was another train that came
to town — a freight train. It was this train that killed the Indian kid.
We finished our breakfasts, darted outside and made a beeline to the
station. We could tell something was up. A bunch of people were milling
about, unusual for that time of day. And sure enough, there idling on the
siding was the night train — the freight train. We’d never seen it before;
only heard it as it slowed to a crawl passing through town each night wailing
away like a madman, mad at having to slow down.
“It’s the night freight!” Joe called out. As usual, I was far behind and
already out of breath as we raced down Dixon Hill.
“What’s it doin’?” I yelled ahead. I caught up, and together we surveyed
the big monster huffing away on the siding.
“Bet it was robbed!” Joe said. “In the night!”
We headed for the crowd, a couple dozen men standing on the station
platform. They were talking and smoking and shuffling their feet and they
seemed kind of glum as they looked out over the tracks. Our father spotted
us and came over. “You boys scram out a here,” he said. “No place for
kids — is what happened to him.” We backed slowly to the edge of the
crowd with no intention of leaving. And we grew invisible (you can do
that sometimes when you’re a kid.) This is what we heard: “Poor little
bugger.” (Who?) “Goddamned shame.” (What?) “They’ll be clearin’ out
now — superstitious bastards.” (Who?)
Others came to the train station as the morning went on. And they were
told of what had happened. And so we learned, too, Joe and me. At the end
of it, Joe said: “I knew that kid. Saw him lots.”
***
Here is what happened. Freeman Cremo died in the rail yard of Ambrose
in the middle of the night. He bled to death. He was an Indian kid. He lived
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with his family and a group of other Indian families about five miles down
the tracks at a place called Sweet’s Siding and also known as Moccasin Flat.
They had an encampment there and lived in tarpaper shacks they’d built.
It was a shantytown — they lived in shanties. It was a temporary place.
They came in the spring to fish gaspereaux from the nearby River Philip
and stayed through the summer to harvest blueberries in August. Then they
went away. To some place else. They were sort of like nomads.
The Indian kid had come up to town the day before — Saturday. It
was his birthday. Fifteen. He had hung around town the entire day, flush
with the cash he’d got for some muskrat pelts he sold to the dealer who
came every spring to the depot up at the Department of Lands and Forests.
He went to the matinee show at the Capitol Theatre (John Wayne in Big
Jim McLain and a short of The Three Stooges). Then he watched some
of the baseball game at the ball field where the Ambrose Wolverines beat
the Springhill Fencebusters eleven to nine. After that he bought a vanilla
milkshake at the Rexall. And then, because it was his birthday, he treated
himself to a birthday cake. From Freddie’s Fine Foods bakeshop. Later he
tried to hitch a ride back home on the night freight to Pictou.
“Sliced clean through — right off.”
“Yup — bled to death — right over there.”
“Slipped under.”
“’Cuz of that fool cake he was luggin’ back.”
“Spect he wanted to share it.”
“Dr. Atkinson came quick they said — couldn’t do much.”
We looked over at where it happened. At where Freeman Cremo had
died. Where he had been killed — where he had slipped under. And there
were crows there now pecking away at his bloody birthday cake. Our
father came out of the station and went over and shooed the crows away.
He sprinkled Dust-Ban over the spot (just like the time the janitor had to
at school when Jimmy Barnes barfed his breakfast into the aisle).
“Went and got his Pa. Dr. Atkinson went with him back down. Took
the leg down too — is what I heard. Only thing to do with it, I ’spose.”
Our Pa came up behind us. “Get home I told yas — no place for kids.”
And we did. And on the way home Joe said it again: “Yeah, I knew that
kid. Saw him lots.” But I never had. And I wondered about that, and about
the night before and me in my bed when the frogs had been singing so
pretty, and when the moon had been sailing away, and while, at the very
same time, the Indian kid was getting killed. Slipping under. Over at the
train station. On his birthday.
***
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“She wants to see me, not you,” Joe told me, plain and simple. “But I’ll
tell ya everything later, promise,” he added, winking.
Here is what happened. It was Sara. Princess Sara. From the apartment
upstairs in the train station, she’d seen us out with the crowd of people,
and when we left for home she appeared around the corner of the station
and beckoned us over. “I saw him,” she announced. Her eyes were big, and
blue, and beautiful. Her hair was yellow as the sun. Skin pale, snow-white.
Some freckles on her nose. But not many. They were beautiful, too.
“Really — you did?” Joe said.
“Yup. That Indian kid — saw it all. Saw them put his leg in the paddy
wagon with Dr. Atkinson.”
“What did it look like?” I asked.
“Like a leg,” she said. But not to me. She looked over my head as if
I didn’t exist — looked at Joe. “Come down at seven,” she said. To Joe.
“I’ll be at the freight-shed end of the platform. Got lots more I saw.” She
turned, wiggled her bum, and left. Joe’s eyes were the size of plates.
***
“I knew that boy’s mother,” my mother said. I couldn’t believe it. Why all
of a sudden did everybody except me know the dead Indian kid? “I think
it must have been her,” she added.
“How did you know her?” I demanded.
“Because she told me all her kids’ names that time — and I remember
that name — Freeman — it seemed so odd.”
“What time?”
She didn’t answer me. We were sitting at the kitchen table, my mother
and I, with supper over, and I was doing my homework and she was writing
a letter to Aunt May who lived in Toronto. Joe had long since lit out for
his mysterious date with Princess Sara. Pa was stretched out snoring on
the couch by the stove, snoring so deep you wondered if he’d be able to
wake up. The Star Weekly pages lay scattered around him in such a mess
it looked like someone had done it on purpose — just flung them willynilly.
“Ya tellin’ Aunt May ’bout it?”
“’Course,” she said. Then she stopped still for a second and looked
vacant into space as if an important message had come to her. “Go get my
sewing basket please,” she said, “It’ll help me remember better.”
I sprung into the living room, excited because the connection was dawning
on me. It was an Indian sewing basket. There it was on the bottom of the
stand by her chair where it always was. She sewed there sometimes for
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hours. And the best thing about that whole room was that basket, because
it was so big and bright and had so many colours. I brought it back to the
kitchen and she emptied her sewing stuff out. Then she held it up and
looked it all over as if it was the first time she’d seen it. She sat it in the
middle of the table, still looking in awe at it. “Micmac,” she said.
So there it all was. The Indian kid who’d had his leg cut off by the freight
train in the night, and who had died bleeding on the tracks — it was his
mother who had made my mother’s sewing basket! Incredible! And it was
a Saturday when she bought it from her — my mother was certain of that.
A Saturday. And just like Freeman Cremo’s Saturday, she’d walked up the
tracks all the way from Moccasin Flat, their summer place, and went door
to door selling the baskets she’d woven, then walked back home again.
“Pity he hadn’t,” Ma said.
“Have to admire them,” Pa said. Unbeknownst to us, he had silently gotten
up and was standing, gazing out the window at the coming dark. “Damn
well bet we couldn’t do it. Make a go of it like that, just themselves.”
My mother’s Micmac Indian sewing basket. A wonderful thing.
***
Joe was out of control and I told him so. Here is what happened. He had
met Sara at the freight-shed platform as planned, and she’d let him kiss her.
Then she put her hand inside his pants! But that was all that had happened
because her father, the station agent, came and caught them. He ordered
her home and told Joe that if he ever saw him at the station again he’d
cane him. Joe was so mad he waited till dark then broke into the station
(he wouldn’t tell me how) and stole the silver badge off Sara’s father’s
cap! For spite! It was now his intention (this morning) to put the badge
on a rail for the incoming Jitney to flatten. I couldn’t believe it! And I told
him he just couldn’t do such a thing. He fussed and swore a lot, but finally
agreed — sort of. “I guess, you’re right,” he said. “It is kinda too nice to
ruin. I know! I’ll fling it inta the millpond. That way a thousand years from
now somebody’ll dig it up and wonder what the hell it is!” His eyes were
glazing over at the prospects, and I was beginning to worry he’d gone a
bit loony. Love-crazy maybe. And I told him that, too, and finally got him
to admit he’d have to return the badge. But how?
I returned the badge. I took it and walked straight up to the wicket, sat
it on the counter and left. Sara’s father didn’t even see me — too busy at
his tapping as I hoped he would be. As I left I wanted to shout: “It could’ve
been flattened!” But I didn’t and was glad I didn’t because that was the end
of it. We never heard another word about it. We guessed he’d just thought it
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dropped off and somebody had returned it. Got away with it! Incredible.
***
“We should go,” Joe said. It was a few days later, after the badge escapade,
Saturday, and not much going on. Jerry Lewis and Dean Martin on at the
Capitol, but we had no funds. “Broke flatter than piss on a platter,” Joe
said. “No capital for the Capitol.”
“When?” I asked, wary at the suddenness of the idea.
“Right now — it’s only a few miles — got all day.”
Joe figured we should head down the tracks and explore what remained
of the Indian encampment. It was now a week or so since it happened and
word was that they had all cleared out — just as predicted. Superstitious.
My problem with the idea was that the farthest we’d ever explored down
the tracks was as far as the town dump — about a half-mile hike. Usually
we’d go up the tracks — not down. And after our big adventure on the
Jitney we could lay claim to every square inch all the way up to Ambrose
Junction. Going further down than the dump seemed to me kind of
dangerous — especially to the Indian place — God knew what we’d find,
trouble-wise. But that was Joe’s whole point. “We need somethin’ new,”
he said, “somethin’ different.” (Since his brief date with Sara, Joe was
acting different alright — weird even.) And now this idea, but in a way it
was hard to argue against, considering the circumstances — disappeared
Indians and all — and what they may have left behind. It made good sense,
no doubt about it, so I agreed right then and there to go. Just like that. And
I could tell Joe was proud of me, for coming around so quick (and of how
I’d solved the cap badge thing). But the best part about this adventure was
the way Joe made it seem so — so inevitable, us going down there. “We
should go.” Like it was our duty or something.
So we went. After dinner we struck off down the tracks, our destination
the abandoned Indian camp at Moccasin Flat. As we walked by the train
station, Joe stopped and plucked a rock from the rail-bed and flung it through
the open door of an empty boxcar where it ricocheted sharp and pinging,
the way a bullet would. “He ain’t the boss here,” Joe snarled, “These are
public tracks.” I saw him glance at the upstairs windows, but there was
no sign of her. I didn’t say anything because he was really fuming. “She
wants to play with it again,” he said, “Just give the word.” But he was soon
laughing and I was glad of that because I sure didn’t want something like
that to ruin it between Joe and me.
Late May now and no hint of winter at all. The grass was greening
up everywhere and the dandelions were up too — their big yellow heads
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bright and full and swaying in the breeze. The air was warm and the choke
and pin cherry trees were pink and white and at their prettiest. There were
strawberry blossoms growing beside the tracks and the creosote smell of
the ties was hot and sharp and so strong I figured it’d be around forever. We
came to where the path to the dump was and I back-peddled for a minute.
I suggested why didn’t we just go there after all — maybe nail some rats
with our slingshots. I was still leery, I guess, of going further. “No Indian
camp in there,” Joe said, and that ended that.
We stepped into a fresh new world and I was surprised that it wasn’t all
that different from the one we left: same tracks, same woods, same farmers’
fields. But it seemed different somehow, especially when I looked back: all
that I knew, all that I was, was slowly going out of sight. It wasn’t like the
Jitney trip; we were pretty well committed after we were aboard. Joe, of
course, never looked back once and was striding ahead like there was no
tomorrow. I had to hurry just to keep up. And there was no goofing around
either — no seeing who could walk a rail the farthest without falling off,
for instance. We always did that. This was serious business. Joe called it a
mission. “This is a mission,” he said, “to see what became of them.” And
he was angry sort of, that no one else thought it was important to know
this. “It’s as if that Indian kid never even existed ,” he said. “Or been killed
right under our noses!” I followed Joe’s big strides and got feeling kind
of fearless myself because I had no doubt now that no matter what we
might find, no matter what might happen, Joe would know exactly what
to do. And that was mighty important to me because one big thought was
lingering in the back of my mind — the thought that maybe all of them
might not have left. We walked on.
***
									
The track skirted the edge of a wide, flat, empty bog. Dead tree trunks stuck
up out of it and they looked like hanging trees (like the one they strung
Tom Dooley up on in that movie we’d seen a while back). A big osprey
was perched on one of the trees as if on guard. We slingshot stones at it but
missed. It flapped away real slow and not a bit perturbed, and I thought it
was probably thinking what pathetic shots we were.
“How’ll we know when we’re there?” I asked.
“If you were an Indian,” Joe said, “an Indian who lives off of fishin’
gaspereaux — where would you live?”
“I don’t know.”
“The river! Beside the river!”
“But where’s the river?” I was feeling pretty stupid and thought the
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sun might have got to me; we’d been at a steady pace now for well over
an hour.
“That osprey just showed us where the river is,” Joe said. He pointed
in the direction that the bird had flown. “That’s why I wanted to stone him
— he’d be feedin’ off the gaspereaux pretty steady now. I think it should
be about right. We’ve been close to two hours now. I think we’re here.”
Joe looked pleased.
“At Moccasin Flat?”
“Can’t get any flatter than this.”
“But there’s nothin’ here.”
“Not here. The river,” Joe repeated. “They’d camp by the river — for
the fish — and for the water. Just like that ol’ osprey does I bet. Come on!”
Joe was excited and he rushed further down the tracks. He hollered back
at me: “Come on will ya — when we get to the next brook we can follow
it straight to the river!”
“I guess,” I said, really puzzled now. Then it came to me, out of the
blue, the logic of it, and I was thrilled to think that I was finally catching
on. “Hey Joe!” I yelled, running to catch him, “a brook has to go to the
river!”
“Look!” Joe cried. “It’s the Arched Culvert! I’ve heard of it.” He pointed
ahead to where the tracks crossed a wide brook by means of a stone-arched
culvert. When we got up to it, you could tell it had been there for a very
long time — the big blocks of stone were cracked and ancient-looking
with moss and lichen everywhere. And sure enough, there was the date
chiselled in the centre-block of the Arch: 1888 — the year it was built. It
was amazing to think about the Jitney going over it twice a day for all those
years. We climbed off the tracks and poked our heads inside the culvert. It
was like a dark cave and well worth exploring but the water was high, and
tempting as it was, we decided not to go in. “Next time,” Joe said, “when
it’s low. Make a great bomb shelter, wouldn’t it?” We left, following the
flowing brook as it meandered through the forest — fully confident that it
would lead us to the River Philip.
“How far do ya think it’ll be?” I asked.
“No idea.”
“Not far I hope.”
“If we had a compass, we could go as the crow flies,” Joe said. We
were slowed by the brook turning back on itself every little bit. But soon
it straightened, and widened, too, and before long we could see the mouth
of the brook quietly spilling into the river. And there it was — the Indian
place — their settlement! It occupied both sides of the brook and strung
along the high riverbank as well. They were scattered shacks, all pretty
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much the same size — and all silent and seemingly empty. Abandoned?
Black tarpaper hung from the shacks in ragged sheets that flapped in the
wind — it was the scariest-looking place I’d ever seen. “Quiet as death,”
Joe whispered. He motioned me to drop to the forest floor with him; he
was fearful of us being spotted by Indians.
We waited five minutes or so, not saying a word. Then suddenly Joe
slithered GI-style to the brook, and I did the same. Under cover of cattail
reeds, we lay on our stomachs and silently reconnoitered the place. But
the blowing tarpaper was the only movement. Long gone, it would seem.
“We’ll wait another five minutes,” Joe said. So we lay in the cattails a bit
longer and I looked up at them swaying there. They were from last year,
all shredded and dropping away in pieces just like the shacks the Indians
had lived in and left behind. I wondered how we’d know which of the
shacks Freeman Cremo had lived in — it only seemed right that we visit
it, having come so far.
“Come on!” Joe said, no longer whispering. “Time!” He strode out of
the cattails and headed to the nearest shanty just as calm as if he lived in
it.
No lock — the door was wide open and it blew and flopped on one hinge.
There wasn’t much inside: a small wooden table and three chairs, one of
them chrome with no seat. There was a wood-slatted bed with no mattress
and a rusted-out stove made from an oil drum. Squirrel shit everywhere.
We poked around for awhile, but there wasn’t anything of much interest
to look at. It was creepy and I kept getting the feeling of their still being
there — of their moving about the small room, eating and sleeping and
living their lives, so to speak. We explored three more shanties; some of
them had small bedrooms attached but with nothing in them. Other than
that, they were all alike. We left the lower shacks beside the brook and
climbed up the riverbank and entered one there.
We were no sooner inside it when Joe cried out, “This is it!”
“What?” To me it looked no different than the others.
“This is it!” he repeated, whispering now. “Gotta be — it’s the dead
Indian kid’s place — look!”
“What?”								
Joe pointed to a narrow shelf nailed up over a window that looked
out onto the river. Sitting on the shelf, all alone, was a woven basket — a
basket exactly like the one Ma kept her sewing gear in.
“Ma’s basket!” I yelped. “I told ya that kid’s mother made it!”
“Exactly the same,” Joe said, and he gently reached up and brought it
down.
“Empty?” I asked, trying to peek in.
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“Nope.”
Joe tilted the basket and out fell a newspaper clipping — a scorched
and burnt newspaper clipping. He picked it up and read some of the words
that were readable. It was the newspaper account in The Ambrose Journal,
of Freeman Cremo’s death. With all the gory details.
“This proves it!” Joe said, his eyes wide. “This is his shack! —
Was.”
And the awe Joe was feeling hit me, too, and it was strange because, on
the one hand, I almost wanted to pull up a chair and sit down for awhile,
yet on the other hand, I felt like bolting from the place. I looked around
and noticed a curious thing: this shack was the only one we had entered
that had a window. And there was a view to the river below, through the
trees — a beautiful view. And then, too, I noticed the window was a new
window just recently built — you could tell by the way the lumber in the
window frame was so fresh and new-looking. But while I was noticing all
this, something suddenly happened to Joe. He took into trembling like he
was taking a fit or something. His eyes were all bulged out and panickylike and, in a flash, he swooped to the floor and started scooping up what
looked like — looked like — a pile of ashes? Yes, ashes — ashes he had
just spilled out of the basket. Madly, he scooped some back in, shoved the
clipping back in and rammed the basket back on the shelf. “Get out!!” he
screamed. “It’s his leg! They burnt his cut-off leg! It’s in the basket! I’m
cursed!”
We raced for the open door. And I guess I didn’t fully grasp the enormity
of the thing because even though I wanted to get out as bad as Joe did, I
was still looking wildly about, trying to gain some snatch of the life that
Freeman Cremo had had there, full knowing I’d never get another chance. At
the doorway, we were barred from leaving by the bulk of a large man.
“Oughten’a done that,” the man said.
Joe fell to the floor. This time I really believed he was taking a fit. But
suddenly my panic eased a bit because the man was not an Indian. It was
Manny Thompson. And we knew Manny Thompson. What was he doing
here? All at once I understood what it was Joe was saying about the leg — its
ashes — and between that understanding and recognizing Manny, it helped,
I was in a little better shape than Joe. Poor Joe — who just minutes before
had been so sure and even cocky about everything — he was a mess. He
jumped up and tried to dart around Manny. “I put them back!” he yelled.
“I put them back!”
“Whoa — whoa,” Manny said. “Calm down — it’s okay.”
And we did a little, especially Joe, who finally realized it was Manny
and not an Indian.
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“Now just what are you boys up to?” he demanded. “What’s goin’ on
here?”
“Just nosin’,” Joe whimpered. “I didn’t know that was in the
basket!”
“Well, ya should’ve,” Manny said, you could tell he was real annoyed
at us. “But ya figured it right alright — these are that boy’s leg ashes.” Joe
whimpered even more.
Manny slowly walked around the remaining spilled ashes and took the
basket from the shelf. “Get that shovel from the stove there,” he ordered.
No one moved. Then Joe, seeing some hope maybe, and with a look on his
face like he’d just been pardoned from the gallows, grabbed the shovel and
started scraping the rest of the ashes off the floor. He carefully emptied them
into the basket, held in Manny’s big hands. “That should do it,” Manny
said.
“I swear to God I didn’t mean no disrespect,” Joe blurted. He was still
shaking and jerking and wild-eyed, and it was a terrible thing to see, believe
me.
***
“Do ya think I’m cursed Manny?” Joe asked.
Manny looked out across the river. “Depends,” he answered.
We were on the bank of the brook where it emptied into the river. There
was a narrow sandbar there, and on it (and which we had failed to notice)
Manny had set up shop. His ‘relic shop,’ he called it. He was sifting for
relics. He had an old piece of window-screen nailed to a frame and onto it
he shoveled sand from the bar. He showed us how it worked. “Anything
bigger than sand,” he said, “won’t pass through.” He explained to us that
Freeman Cremo and his people were not the first Indians to have lived at this
spot on the river — that Indians had been doing it for centuries — because
it was such a good camping ground. Always was. “The river,” he said,
“they lived off the river, and on the river — and this brook’s meadow was
their home. Everything they needed was here.” And it all made sense — I
could see — even Manny being there made sense. Because Manny had a
sort of reputation in the town that everybody knew. We knew. Manny was
a hermit-type guy (some even called him that — ‘Manny the Hermit’).
Odd and quiet, he lived alone on an old family farm just at the edge of
town (we’d passed it on our way down). He was always going around
looking for stuff in the ground — had a metal detector even! He went all
the way down to Heather’s Beach on the Strait sometimes, and found coins
people had dropped. He was a treasure hunter, I guess you’d call him. So
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it made sense, in a way, his being at the place where Indians had lived for
so long.
We helped Manny all afternoon, taking turns tossing shovelfuls of wet
sand onto the screen and scanning it like hawks for anything that looked
man-made. “Ever find any gold?” Joe had asked. Manny said yes, but only
a bit from time to time and that you’d never get rich from gold around
here. He told us that over the years since he’d been coming to the Indian
encampment (once the Indians had moved on at the end of summer), he’d
found dozens of Indian arrowheads, some bone-handled knives and other
tools, and a big assortment of bone and stone-carved figures of animals
— ornaments. All at the very spot where we were working. He explained
that the water movement in the brook, especially at spring run-off, kept
unearthing stuff and bringing it downstream to the river where some of it
ended up lodged in the sandbar. He said it was his job to find the things —
and that his dream was to one day have a room in his house to serve as a
public museum that displayed and named all the things he had unearthed
over the years. We told him we thought that was a great idea, and I think
he kind of liked us saying that. And we meant it. Who wouldn’t want to
see such a display? I thought it was one of the world’s all-time great ideas.
As for Joe being cursed because he spilled Freeman Cremo’s cut-off leg
ashes, Manny said he didn’t think so because we didn’t come to Moccasin
Flat to do that; it was an accident, and that we had come, in a way, for the
same reason that he had come — out of curiosity. And here’s the kicker —
the thing that really cinched it for us — especially for Joe: Manny said he
figured the Indians would be happy we’d come because we were showing
an interest. It was a shame, Manny said, how the whole rest of the town
had pretty well much forgotten the terrible thing of the Indian kid’s death.
Just like what Joe had been telling me all along.
It was a long walk home, and on the way Manny told us a secret: it was
him who had built the new window in Freeman’s shack. “Seemed a shame
for his leg to be all cooped up in there like that, nowhere to walk to — so
I just put in a windah to look out over the river — ’spect he walked there
lots, trappin’ his muskrats, fishin’ and all.”
“Took the rest of him to their real home — to a grave there — don’t
ya think?” I said.
“Oh sure,” Manny agreed, “cleared right out next day, sure; took him,
too.”
“The ashes, and basket and clipping from the paper were like an offering
maybe,” Joe suggested, “to the spirits.”
“I think so,” Manny said, “yes, I think that’s probably what it is.” He
thought for a second, then said, “maybe so it wouldn’t follow them.”
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“That’d be somethin’ to see,” I said.
“Will they come back Manny?” Joe asked.
“No. No — that’s the end of it, I’m sure — times are changing fast
for them. Hard to believe, the centuries and centuries .... You boys have
witnessed an historic ending. Remember that.”
***
When we reached Manny’s place at the edge of town, he invited us in and
showed us his Indian relic collection. He had it all lined up according to
the dates he had found it all. There was a ton of stuff, you wouldn’t believe
it. He let us study the relics up close, and we rolled them around in our
palms. You could tell they were ancient — so smoothed and dull-looking.
“Hey!” Joe said, holding up a big arrowhead to the light. “This could’ve
killed a bear or somethin’.”
“Or somethin’ else,” Manny said. “They didn’t much like us comin’
here back then.”
It was fast getting dark, and as we left, Manny gave Joe the arrowhead
he had admired. “It’s for both of you,” he said. “Share it — they always
shared — it’ll be a good keepsake of your day there.”
“Like a gift from them,” Joe said.
“Like a gift from Freeman,” I said.
***
And we did keep it of course. By the time we reached the train station,
the sun was setting and the bricks of the station were glowing an orange
colour like you’d see in a fire. And by that time, too, we had dismissed
all the possibilities we had discussed, since leaving Manny’s, about what
to do with the arrowhead. Gone was the suggestion of making an actual
spear with it, to hunt with, also of giving it to Princess Sara (Joe’s idea),
also, too, of burying it beside the track where Freeman Cremo had died
on his birthday. In the end we dropped it, unbeknownst to anyone, in Ma’s
sewing basket, the one that Freeman’s Ma had made. It’s still there, far as
I know.
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Matt Robinson

39
— 24, February, 2013
one can be
terrible at maths, the hard sciences —
their smugly
proofed precisions and formulaic
avowals —
and still acknowledge, perhaps even
admire, our
ageing, can countenance its steady slope;
can allow
how it is tears make a difference,
how repose’s
an issue of the angle assumed.
how we come
to know failure, not in inerrant
terms — no — but
rather as a matter of degree.
how it is
gravity (its sheer stress) is somehow,
seemingly,
both absolute and entirely
relative,
all at once: each year a talus, manned.
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Consider Sea Glass:
			

— for Paige

what it might tell us.
how it allows desire as almost curvilinear; as
the slow-thrumming water music of some deftly fingered shell, that — if
artfully chance-angled
neither too, too close nor too, too far from a waiting ear’s safe harbour
— echoes
the heart’s neap tides, reverberates our blood’s racing gone near-choral.
how it just might suggest we entertain the supposition that real
want, at least
in its purest form, is eerily parabolic — akin to fingers’ re-meandered
traceries
serving only to amplify the certainty of their early circumnavigations of
a hip’s bare, bone
reef.
consider how it likely knows longing only as so much salt
water, swallowed;
as a tongue’s recumbent thirst, a liquid worry, no matter what else it
might
tell us. no matter how
the throat’s flow may ebb or break, what each subsequent sharp breath
might siren,
sing.
consider sea glass; consider all these things.
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John Wall Barger

Day of the Rat & the Cockroach
Liz got so good at the yard sale
accordion that while she practiced,
certain neighbours held their
rakes with a look as if horrified
by what they had become. She didn’t say
she was with child, but I noticed her
dancing in the garden. On the bus
to the cinema, she fanned out her toes
as if bracing herself. I left her
& moved to China. The sound of
sewing machines floats into my window
like a hysterical birdsong. On TV,
the new plagues of the world:
flooding in subways, fires in schools,
bodies face down in the street
like sunflowers. On my door, rain
makes the silence of a finger on a belly.
Each night I dream of the jungle
at my back window, where boar
& monkey sleep: a streetsweeper
in a wide-brimmed hat & straw broom
breathes in & out, mouth gaping.
This morning, a girl is doing tai chi
under a veiny tree. I’d like her to hold me
the way she is holding the air.
Like a rite of spring but it is winter.
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Escape from the Petting Zoo
I walk the night forest with a broken jawbone.
Mother, I let them paw my life away.
You warned me. Still
I drooled when Debbie brushed me. Still
I ate the pellets from her hand.
We love you, We love you,
said the children. The farmer’s wife
was watching, a cigar burning in her hand.
The farmer’s wife wore
a new zebra purse. The farmer’s wife
poured wine on you & said
that you were lucky. What did that mean?
The farmer sharpened his knives.
My playmates vanished. First
the Piggy Porkers, then ol’
Gary Guinea Pig. O Safari Party.
O lambs in softest clothing wooly bright
dancing for the pellets. I bolted the gate,
galloped off as Danny Donkey sang.
Mother, where are you? Things
blink in the dark. I sing
but nobody brushes my mane.
Mother, the cold is real
& Debbie’s sunlit hands
reach into my dream,
& she is kissing both my eyes.
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The Two-Headed House
Man climbs upon woman’s back, digs his talons
into her sides, pierces her armour & holds on
a lifetime. He sleeps. She drags him along,
licks the length of a grassblade, aches for sweetness.
He waggles his cercus on her ovipositor
in a manner she hardly notices. She halts
below a picnic table before a crystal ball-sized
bead of Jägermeister. She dips their heads under.
They sink into golden mud, sharing a reverie:
they are dragonflies skimming a lake of
stained glass at dusk. First chance she gets,
she bites off his head. He hangs on,
headless, evermore. His quiet infuriates.
But on full moons, the evenings he had sung
the old songs to her, she gets sentimental.
All day she climbs a garage to the eaves.
At dusk, high above the yard, she lets
herself teeter at the edge of missing him.
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Michael Oliver

The Living Ocean
Ocean by Sue Goyette (Kentville, NS:
Gaspereau Press, 2013, 80 pp., $19.95).

M

any people in Atlantic Canada derive
their psychical identity from living
all their lives beside the ocean. E.
J. Pratt expressed in epic verse how human
beings interact with tides — with wind and
waves — and, in the winter, ice — and often
die in grim heroic struggles with the lifeless
energy of nature. Who has ever grown up near
the ocean — what Bliss Carman called “the
shambling sea,” a monster lacking life and mind
and will — without an awful pang of fatalism?
Both the grand luxurious Titanic and the floating
oil rig Ocean Ranger, not to mention countless
other vessels, have gone down to death below
the waves. The people of Atlantic Canada
remember that the ocean is a killer.
Now the story has another telling. Sue
Goyette, a Nova Scotian poet, writes about the
ocean as a being having life and maybe even
mind. In other words, her verse is mythopoeic,
in a whimsical pre-modern manner, and its
language sounds like superstition, challenging
both scientific reason and the common sense
of fishermen. Goyette ignores the epic and the
ballad, but her book is unified and structured,
though there is no overarching story. One long
dream sustained with many visions, Ocean is
a strange fantastic mix of contemplation and
imagination, fluid freedom and formality.
The poet’s voice is phrased throughout as
“we,” suggesting that she speaks for all of us,
beginning with the earliest of humans, those
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who first built boats to “find” the ocean. For Goyette, this quest has never
ended. Even now we seek to know the ocean. Even now we want to hear
its voice. In fact, Goyette suggests that evolution has been guided mainly
by the ocean, our traits and our best inventions all resulting from the
interactions we have had with its capricious power. Fittingly, Goyette
evokes the ocean with phantasmagoric metaphors. It is, she tells us,
fundamentally, a beast that has been left in our keeping, one we feed
by tilting our streets, so it can eat the refuse of the city, thus assuaging
its destructive hunger; or, at times, it is a dominatrix, holding captive
many tied-up boats; at other times it is a home invader, one that has once
learned a useful trade, facilitating its ability to find the fuse box and put
out the lights. Goyette explains — and it makes subtle sense — the ocean
has made women know their bodies, thus enhancing their attractiveness:
						It was the ocean
		
		
that insisted they get out of their clothes. It was the ocean
		
that taught them to turn up the sand in their whispers.
		
		

Pandemonium was at high tide in those days
and women were insisting on diving into every wave.

		
		

In this way, we learned about the undertow
of flirting, the grit of heartbreak and how it can get into

		
places you didn’t even know you had.
					
(“Fourteen”)
The message here is inescapable: the ocean has caused our evolution and
defined the sexual behaviour of the humans that we are today. No wonder
we still look upon the ocean with the hope of comprehending it.
Replete with shocking and enchanting visions, Ocean tempts us to
expect great freedom in the manner it is organized, but once again we must
admit surprise. The poem as a whole is tightly structured, and hypnotically
repetitive, composed entirely of solid couplets, though there is much use
made of enjambment. One way to describe this is to note each section is as
formal as a sonnet, building on a basic proposition and concluding with a
witty closure, couplets giving way to single lines in many sharply pointed
instances. The simple fact is, strange as it may sound, Pratt’s tragic epics of
the senseless sea are no more formal than Goyette’s wild dream. Moreover,
Ocean has an argument and moves toward a grand thematic ending. All the
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sequence of what acts like sonnets breaks and breaks like waves upon the
shore, reiterating Goyette’s messages till they amass a meaning we must
face.
As far as single sections are concerned, we might consider “Six”
exemplary. Goyette presents a figurative study of the way the ocean seems
to speak:
		
		

It acted like it had something
to say. We’d find trunks of broken

		
wine glasses, crab claws poised to attack
		
what had pulled them apart. We were truly
		
		 bewildered.
What can follow such a proposition? Images of putting things on leashes,
eating shadows, turning on the lights — anxiety and social isolation:
					
There was a safety
		
		
in numbers but no one wanted to go in the same
		
direction. We were alone the way the ocean was alone
		
and we briefly understood why it couldn’t find the right words
		
for what it wanted to say and why it kept trying.
The observation that began this section leads us to an unexpected ending.
Inarticulation is a trait the lonely ocean shares with human beings. There
is logic in this argument — poetic logic, but this is a poem! Like a sonnet,
this surprising section moves by turning simple contemplation to a strange
provocative conclusion.
In the final section of the work, Goyette reveals the fullness of her
thinking, first by posing an essential question:
					
Why is it so hard
		
		
to trust something that leaps, disappears then reappears
		
spouting more light?
The answer is a vision of the ocean that transcends the standard
allegories — love, for artists; death, for weeping widows. Here it is, still
interrogative:
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Have you ever run
						
along its shore, the pant of it coming closer? And that feeling
		
that yipped inside of you, the Ginger Rogers of your feet, your ability
to not get caught then, yes, get soaked. Didn’t you feel like it was
		
part of your pack? When it whistled, whatever it is inside you
that defies being named, didn’t that part of you perk up?
And didn’t you let it tousle you to the ground,
let it clean between your ears before it left you?
Wasn’t that all right? That it left you? That we all will?
						
(“Fifty-six”)

Goyette’s assumptive trope is that the ocean has taught human beings how
to live. She ends her evolutionary poem by describing what it is to live.
The ocean’s life is uncontrollable. Its presence shifts and is impermanent,
despite its vast unthinkable expanse. If we would live, the poem wants to
tell us, we must leap and shine and go forever.
Poetry is seldom so instructive in the course of being so diverting.
Ocean is delightful and important, destined to become a landmark poem
for its formal visionary thought. Although the work was done in Halifax,
Goyette is speaking to the world at large, and like the ocean she will
fascinate. Her theme sounds like the old Romantic story — Kerouac and
Madame Bovary — and yet the charm and method of her telling, plus the
topic of her meditation, make it seem that she invented it.
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Sarah Yi-Mei Tsiang

Murder
The bright congestion of a noon street,
a man being beat to death with a baseball bat
and a radio, in the distance.
In my dreams I am the spectator,
behind curtains, my clumsy fingers thick as hammers
on the shifting numbers of the dial pad
and I am the man on the street,
muscles tight with the sweet spot
of the bat, the thick resistance of the body
and I am the man on the street,
holding together the unravelling seams
of my skull with one hand,
reaching for the bat with the other.
It goes on for hours, the night clocked by
this endless murder and even within
it, I know it’s a dream. When I wake
it’s the radio I can’t shake off,
a distant, hollow pop tune,
singing to no one
but itself.
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Sean Howard

shadowgraph 147: synthesizing
the worlds
(poetry detected in horst störmer’s nobel physics lecture, 1998)
the muzak of the spheres. a short history of modern science: the child in
the store, the bell on the counter (no one else around). mind; top shelf …
sexy! ‘wizards with figures.’ light — men
at the dug ... atomic-layer-by-atomic-layer: the world after the wall?
(slaughterhouse — high fives ...) mission accomplished? there remain some
pockets/in the valleys & hills … concepts,
the beauty of the weapons. moon; landed gentry. the eagle in the cockpit.
whirlpool — at last, ‘moving in/the inner circles …’ (‘r&r’: knights
recharging.) well, ok, quantum billiards (atomic clock/above the table). the kick? ‘new particles obeying …’ irresistible
— ‘dirty tricks in the cleanroom.’ (the reputable news of the world?) ‘two
cultures’; questions & dancers. new term,
sea of faces — ‘the formation of such regular arrays ...’ (graduates, cutouts!) atoms, halls of residence? lab, future shop, ‘cameras everywhere
…’ (‘finding’: the hand in the till.) fields,
‘the great hunger’ — digging the light …
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tideline postcards 2012
(main-à-dieu, cape breton)
may 28				

august 21

truck-				
tracks,				
plover-				
prints,				
seed-				
ing					
the					
trench					

gullchurn,
practice,
winter
sea

june 13				

new
day,
beachfire,
combing
grass

					
spring				
greens,				
ribbon-				
weed,				
salt-				
ed					
and
cut					

july 18				
					
pic-				
nic,				
crows				
bit-					
ch,					
pick-				
ing
bones

september 5

october 20
sc-

roll,
hang-		
ing,
backwash
foam
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interval (after the reading)
		

wickwire house, kentville

light’s silence
in the guestrooms,
the poets now long
on their way
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Lori Hahnel

The Unchanging Sea

A

March 1910

thin ham sandwich wrapped in wax paper, a piece of cheese, an
orange and a small bottle of milk made up the meagre boxed lunch
the Biograph Company provided for us actors.
“Mr. Griffith and Billy Bitzer always eat at a pub in town,” my sister
Joan grumbled, as the ocean breeze tumbled her blonde ringlets into her
eyes. “And we’re supposed to last all day on this.”
As I finished my orange, I noticed another actor leaning up against the
side of a truck, taking big bites out of his sandwich. That one sandwich
couldn’t have been much of a meal for a big man like him. Well, not so
much big; tall, and very lean. Over his high, sharp cheekbones his eyes
were set deep. I couldn’t see what colour they were, but his skin was fair,
and his wavy, dark hair straggled in the wind. He stroked his beard and
talked with another man as he ate. I noticed his wide, open smile. Juice
dripped into his beard when he bit his orange.
Joan touched my arm. “Flora, let’s get in line for the toilet.”
“You go. I’m all right.”
“We won’t get a chance again for hours. C’mon.”
“In a minute. I want to finish my milk.”
“Suit yourself.”
When we arrived at the beach shortly past five that morning, a dim glow
had just begun in the east. It was too dark to tell the difference between
the sea and the sky. We all waited for Mr. Bitzer to set up his camera. He
and D.W. Griffith had come to the fishing village of Santa Monica to shoot
a moving picture called The Unchanging Sea, based on the poem “The
Three Fishers” by Charles Kingsley. I thought about the irresistible force
of the tides going in and out forever, how the sea is unchanging.
Joan said Biograph would pay us ten dollars each for just two days’
work and give us lunch, too. I didn’t really believe her, but in the past
year she’d worked for Kalem, Selig and Essanay, other moving picture
companies that had come to California from New York to take advantage
of the sunlight and the mild weather. I’d been on stage a couple of times
before but never made that kind of money, and this sounded a lot easier to
me. Moving pictures had no lines to memorize, and we were just extras.
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Even though Joan liked working in pictures, I wasn’t sure what to think
of them. Everyone said it would ruin your chances for a real career in the
theatre. It did all sound a little too good to be true, the money, the easy
work. But I thought I’d try it once, at least.
It turned out the work wasn’t as easy as Joan made it sound. We stood
on the windy shore from sunrise until sunset both days; mid-March was
not yet all that warm. This man Griffith shot the same scene over and over,
and after a while I don’t think any of us had a clue what he wanted.
***
Back at the beach at sunrise the next morning, I tied my loose boot laces
as we waited for Mr. Bitzer to set up the camera again. I heard a man’s
voice behind me, low and gentle.
“Arise, fair sun, and kill the envious moon, who is already sick and
pale with grief, that thou, her maid, art far more fair than she.”
I straightened up. The tall man from the day before smiled at me,
touched his hat brim.
“Romeo and Juliet,” I said.
“The sunrise put it in my mind. I toured in a production last fall.”
“Really? I heard Mr. Griffith likes to hire stage actors.”
“Yes. And my wife likes the money I make working for Biograph.
Everyone’s happy this way.”
“I see you’ve met Keefe,” said Joan. Her eyes darted from me to the
man, then back again.
“Well, we hadn’t really introduced ourselves yet,” I said.
“Allow me. Mr. Keefe Hanson, this is my sister, Mrs. Flora Bailey.”
“Pleased to meet you, Mr. Hanson.”
“Likewise, Mrs. Bailey,” he said, and took my hand in a firm grip. I
could see now that his eyes were blue, the blue of the sky on a warm day,
as they flickered up and down my body. “I look forward to working with
you.”
I didn’t know where to look. “Yes. I do, too.”
***
We had just finished the fifth take of a scene where a group of us were
being filmed from the back as we gazed out at the ocean. Keefe joined
me on a bench in the shade. Though he touched my arm lightly, it jolted
through me like electricity. “Mrs. Bailey, your sister tells me that you love
poetry.”
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“I do. Very much, Mr. Hanson.” He smelled faintly of tobacco and bay
rum, and sweat.
“Keefe. So then who is your favourite poet?”
“That’s a hard question. I love so many poets. Walt Whitman, Longfellow,
Matthew Arnold. But I think my absolute favourite is Browning.”
“Perfect. I have a Browning poem for you.”
And he recited “Porphyria’s Lover” with perfect expression and pacing,
his eyes on me the whole time. I could not take my eyes off him, and only
noticed near the end that a small crowd had gathered to listen.
He finished, “And thus we sit together now, and all night long we have
not stirred, and yet God has not said a word!”
After a little applause we went back to work. But “Porphyria’s
Lover” stayed in my head, in Keefe’s low, smooth amber voice, for days
afterward.
***
The next day we thought the shoot would never end, but by evening
we finished The Unchanging Sea. Keefe and I had got to talking near the
end. Most people scattered after Linda Arvidson gave us our pay. Not only
was Linda the lead actress in the film, playing the woman who watches and
waits for her lost husband year after year, I later found out she was also
Mr. Griffith’s wife. The two had kept their marriage a secret, ostensibly so
as not to harm their theatrical careers. But when they divorced a few years
later, I wondered if there were other reasons one or both of them wanted to
keep the marriage a secret. I know I happened to be near her when someone
made a remark about the uplifting moral themes Mr. Griffith liked in his
pictures. Linda snorted and said almost under her breath, “Funny, isn’t
it?”
Somehow Keefe and I had managed to have a running conversation
going about poetry all day, whenever we could fit it in. Imagine, having
a conversation with someone about poetry. It had been a very long time
since I’d had a conversation of any kind with a man, but one about poetry,
of all things. And a conversation about poetry with a handsome, articulate
man. This had never happened to me before.
“I suppose I ought to find my sister and go now. But I’ve enjoyed talking
to you,” I said.
“And I’ve enjoyed talking to you. In fact, this whole day reminds me
of a poem I once wrote,” he said.
“You write poetry? Have you ever had any of it published
anywhere?”
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“Well, no. I’ve sent a few poems out but they always come back. My
wife says I’m wasting my time.”
“I’d love to read some of them sometime. I studied poetry in
college.”
“Did you? That’s very interesting.”
Joan came by, looked at Keefe long and hard for a second and then at
me. “Flora. C’mon, the bus back to town is leaving in a few minutes.”
“Yes. Yes, I should go.” I didn’t want to. Something pulled me toward
him. My eyes followed the full curve of his lips.
“Are either of you working on the next film?” he asked as we walked
over to the bus.
“Linda said she’d forgotten to ask you, Flora, but if you want to work
again tomorrow, they could use us both,” Joan said.
“Oh. Well, yes, I think I’d like to,” I said.
“Good,” said Keefe. “Then this isn’t goodbye. It’s just until tomorrow.
Goodnight, ladies.”
I watched as he walked away and out of view.
“Flora? Listen, I know Keefe is handsome. And charming. But watch
out for him,” Joan began.
“Joan. I’m your older sister. Don’t worry about me.”
“All right.”
***
“Bailey, what’s this about your wife acting in the flickers?” Mr. Swanson,
the bank manager, Charles’s boss, asked between courses at a dinner party
at his house one night. Though I sat right beside the man, he couldn’t have
asked me.
“Keeps the little wife busy,” Charles laughed. “Flora’s always been
one of these arty types. She loves poetry, music, theatre, all that kind of
thing.”
Mr. Swanson coughed, poured himself more wine. “Wise to let them
have a hobby. Keeps them occupied. Isn’t that right, Marcelle?”
His wife gave a tight and forced smile, eyes on her plate. “Of course,
dear.”
Not that we go to many parties. Charles likes nothing better than to
fall asleep after dinner with his paper and his brandy. I suppose I should be
grateful that he doesn’t object to my acting. Some would say he indulges
me, as though I were a spoiled child or a pet. If only he paid me as much
attention as he would a child or a pet. It’s more that he doesn’t care what
I do, as long as it has no effect on him. Sometimes I wonder why we ever
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married. I’m certain now that he would have preferred a solitary life. But
how would that have looked? How would his mother, the dear, have stood
it? And most importantly, who would cook and clean for him?
Many people suffer a great deal more than I do, I know that. My life isn’t
so bad, not really. But then why do I feel this enormous longing for Keefe,
a longing like I’ve never felt before, like I never would have believed it
possible to feel? Why do I feel so sad? I go over it and over it in my mind
and I can’t understand it, start to think that I’ll never understand anything
anymore. Charles would say I’m being melodramatic again. Then he’d
yawn and go back to his newspaper.
I suppose it happened because of the sorry state of things between Charles
and me, at least partly. Of course we were in love when we married, hard as
that seems to remember now. But as the years went by and it became clear
we would remain childless, it seemed Charles no longer found intimacy
necessary. Several years ago he moved into his own bedroom, said he had
trouble sleeping and didn’t want to keep me up. That upset me at first,
although I’ve grown used to it, as I’ve grown used to seeing him for only
an hour or so in the evening over dinner. Then, most evenings, he reads the
newspaper and falls asleep in his armchair, while I read poetry. In silence,
except for the ticking of the hall clock that marks the passing of our lives
minute by minute. Day after day, week after week, year after year.
Little by little things changed, we talked less, shared less. It happened
so slowly that I barely noticed. Until I met Keefe. Somehow, until then,
I didn’t even understand how lonely I’d become. But what could I do? I
could never even mention a divorce, Charles being brought up a Catholic.
Though God knows we rarely go into a church from one year’s end to the
next, except to go to a wedding or a funeral.
It’s odd, but in my heart I never felt that loving Keefe was wrong. If
it was wrong, why did I feel with everything in me that I needed him? If
what I felt was wrong, why did God make me this way? I thought many
times of Walt Whitman: “Two hawks in the air, two fishes swimming in
the sea not more lawless than we.”  Keefe seemed to me like an irresistible
force of nature, something I had no power over, no choice about.
***
The next week we shot a Western. Pictures in those days were one
reel long, and sometimes Biograph made two or three one-reelers a week,
same crew, same actors. Mr. Griffith’s favourite ingénue at the time was
Mary Pickford. If the almost constant attention he paid her bothered Linda
Arvidson, she never let on, at least not to us. Miss Pickford was cast as
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an Indian maiden in this picture, because of her high cheekbones, Joan
said.
I was glad of the fuss he made over her, because it allowed us extras
more time away from the camera. And that day I felt tired. I hadn’t been
sleeping well, and the previous night had been particularly bad. Several
times in the middle of the night I woke with thoughts of Keefe; heard his
voice, saw the glow of the rising sun on his hair. Now we leaned against
a boulder together and talked while Mr. Griffith tried different camera
angles, adjusted Miss Pickford’s wig and costume over and over. We spoke
of inanities at first, but suddenly Keefe grew serious.
“Flora, listen to me.” His eyes reflected the blue of the sky as he
looked away from me toward the hills, and almost whispered, “My wife
— cannot.”
Questions rushed through my mind. Cannot what? Are you saying what
I think you’re saying? Why are you telling me this? As I tried to think how
to respond, I became aware of a hush around us.
Mr. Griffith glared at us. “If Mr. Hanson and Mrs. Bailey are finished
chatting, perhaps we can all get back to work. Would that be all right with
you two?”
Back in school for a moment, I hung my head, moved away from Keefe.
He coughed, said, “Yes. Er, sorry, sir.”
***
Shooting on the Western would wrap up that Friday, a warm day.
Since Keefe and I weren’t in some shots, we found a shady spot. He said
a director at Kalem was planning a film about the life of Jesus Christ and
wanted to cast Keefe as Judas Iscariot.
“Didn’t Judas have red hair?” I asked.
I noticed his straight, slightly rounded teeth when he laughed. “Yes.
But it’s hard for the audience to tell what colour your hair is. They could
give me a wig, you know.”
“I suppose so.” Of course they could. It just seemed like such an odd
part for Keefe, being so sweet and dear.  
He cleared his throat, moved in a little closer to me, spoke softly. “It’s
hard to talk at work here. We’re always being interrupted.”
“Yes. Yes, it is hard to talk.”
“We should meet somewhere where we can talk,” he said.
I swallowed, looked down at my hands and then back at him. “I would
like that.”
He came closer, and kissed me. He tasted a little of tobacco. Then Mr.
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Griffith’s voice broke in on us, unusually shrill.
“Extras! We need you all now!”
“Are you quite ready, Mrs. Bailey?” he asked as we returned.
“Yes, sir.”
Keefe coughed, said nothing. His eyes looked different. Now they were
a cold blue.
We went back to work.
***
All weekend my mind raced. Where could we meet, when? How would
it ever work? I tried to remain hopeful. Love would find a way.
Keefe did not come to work Monday morning. My heart sank and I thought
again of Walt Whitman: “From plenty of persons near and yet the right
person not near.” Perhaps he’d just slept in — it was very early, still dim,
though the eastern sky glowed dull orange. I heard the faint crowing of a
rooster somewhere. Then Linda touched my arm.
“Flora. Mr. Griffith asked me to speak to you.”
I felt it must be something about Keefe. I pictured him lying ill in bed
and my insides knotted up.
She let out a long breath. “Mr. Hanson spoke to Mr. Griffith on Friday.
Keefe — uh, Mr. Hanson  —  said you’ve been throwing yourself at him.
He says it’s making him uncomfortable.”
Uncomfortable. I felt dizzy and sick. My face grew hot. I could not
speak.
Linda looked me in the eye. She had the roundest blue eyes I’d ever
seen. “Mr. Griffith saw you kiss him. You do know that he will not tolerate
moral laxity in his players.”
At that she dropped her gaze. “He’s asked me to thank you for the
work you’ve done for Biograph. We’ll pay you for today, but under the
circumstances we can’t use your services anymore.” She put her hand over
mine. “I’m sorry to have to be the one to tell you. It’s a shame Keefe isn’t
man enough to talk to you himself. I’m so sorry, Flora.”
Something rushed out of me then. I was still dumbstruck, likely a
blessing. On the bus home as I clutched my five dollars, her words rang
in my ears.
I didn’t cry until much later. Over the next weeks, shame, hurt, anger
coursed through me. I thought of telling my side of the story, of retaliation,
of revenge. But doing these things would only diminish whatever was left
of my dignity.
For a long time something drew me back to the beach. Sometimes I
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think I dreamed it all, it seems so strange now. I’ve realized the sea is not
unchanging. The sea is actually unpredictable. The shells and creatures that
wash up on the shore change constantly. The tide is ever-changing. The
water can be still as glass one moment, raging the next. The colour shifts
always: deep grey, slate green, dark blue. Cold sea wind, warm blue sky.
Cold blue eyes.
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Shane Neilson

Conflagration
Death, redacted: made more in the church of the hospital.
Death, bidden, beckoned, called to arms, account, attention.
Nor dead yet: the holy father, in the life-support of faith,
his hands like oars, spread on his chest as if this slumber were restful
and not drift. And the angel of this place — an archangel!
His stone sword adorning the stone frontispiece, his name:
Michael. Michael, row the boat ashore, Hallelujah.
Neither death nor life I had: a woman, a promised principality,
black hair down to her back, her quarter-turn.
And daughter, a nor-thing present, nor-thing to come.
But death increased, made whole; this powered other creature
whose height and depth is past the fathom, a hateful phantom
that sings to my spirits: Lie down in the lie-down kingdom,
forever and ever.
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Memoriam
I call back to when there were no wishes,
no dreams to come true, no stars, no oceans,
no rock. No spark. Before you thought
of dying, before the cold, white space
when you could choose. Where love never was
not to be. A perfect, limitless place. A reliquary.
Where fathers find little girls after they have gone.
I imagine how it was for you: the fearless alone.
There is no answer. I feel a change that is eternity,
a fathoming wide and a heart broken deep.
I cannot say your name.
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Trevor Sawler
Wake of the Aspy by Stewart Donovan (Wreck
Cove, NS: Breton Books, 2013, 176 pp.,
$17.95).

W

hen it comes to novels, we have
certain, rather definite, expectations:
a novel must consist of a narrative
that tells a story; it must have believable
characters, with whom we can, on some level,
identify; and it must contain some kind of
conflict. It might have subplots, but we expect
to find a story arc that binds the whole thing
together, and which offers resolution of the
conflict. A novel should, we think, offer a
glimpse into life, and make a comment upon
society or the human condition. It should
entertain us, but a good novel will also make us
think. These are the conventions we expect, and
when we don’t find them, many of us will tend
to put the book aside and look for something
else to read. Stewart Donovan’s most recent
novel, Wake of the Aspy, defies most of these
conventions, but it does so in a way that results in
an engaging, thought-provoking, and eminently
readable book. Although it is hardly a novel in
the conventional sense, it is most definitely not
the sort of book that one casually puts aside. The
very fact that the novel ignores the conventional
approach to storytelling is what makes this such
an important and enjoyable book.
Consider its narrative, for example, and the
story that it gives us. The book’s subtitle, “A
Novel of Northern Cape Breton,” is accurate
insofar as it goes, but it could just as easily have
been called “A collection of remembrances,
anecdotes, and stories set in Northern Cape
Breton.” The novel consists of twelve loosely
connected chapters, and it moves from past to
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present and back again with almost no warning. We are rarely told when
events are taking place; instead, we are expected to pick up on this as
we go along, and make the necessary connections on our own. In some
ways, we are invited to construct the novel’s narrative ourselves, with
only occasional hints and direction from Steve Doyle, our narrator. The
chapters are connected, but the connections are implied, rather than stated.
Yet at no time does the narrative seem disjointed or incomplete; rather,
by involving the reader so closely in the construction of the story itself,
Donovan helps us to identify with the Ingonish community in general,
and the Doyle family in particular, and he does so in a way that would be
difficult to achieve through conventional storytelling.
Characters are handled in a similar fashion. While it is not at all unusual
to have a large cast in a novel — and this novel has an impressive cast —
the way that we meet the residents of Ingonish in the Wake of the Aspy is
decidedly out of the ordinary. At one point, I tried to keep all the Doyles and
Corsons, the Doucettes and MacKinnons clear in my mind, but eventually I
gave up. At first, it was rather like being at someone else’s family reunion,
where you are introduced to scores of people whose names you immediately
forget, and where you feel somewhat out of place. It does not take long,
however, before this feeling fades, and the wide array of characters become
both engaging and enjoyable. Some characters do little more than add to
the rich backdrop of Ingonish, while others contribute to the ever-present
tragic undertone that runs through much of the novel. Others only rarely
make appearances, but are often alluded to, or are present in our minds even
though they do not make an appearance in a given scene. This is certainly
true of Laura Doyle, the character who is at the heart of the fluid narrative;
while she is a fully developed, eminently believable character, even when
she is not on the page her presence is felt; the novel is as much an elegy
for Laura as it is an homage to women like her — strong, enduring women
who are at the heart of their community, even if they rarely receive any
acknowledgement from those around them.
Yet the most impressive, and least conventional, aspect of this novel
is its handling of the story arc, or that part of the plot that brings the entire
novel together. Given its title, readers might expect that it is in some way
linked to the Aspy, a coastal steamer that connected Cape Breton to the
rest of Canada before the Causeway was built, and whose image graces
the page just inside the book’s cover. While the Aspy is important in the
novel, it is hardly a unifying element. Instead, the book once again calls
upon us to construct our own unifying quality, one that is in part drawn from
the novel’s setting, and in part drawn from our own versions of Ingonish
and the things that we share with its residents. We are given a wealth of
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material in which to find some common ground, including war and its aftereffects, government expropriation of land, tragedies both large and small,
social injustice, government cutbacks, romance, encroaching technological
advances, and much, much more. Even those who have never set foot in
Northern Cape Breton will find much in common with the Doyle clan and
their neighbours.
Stewart Donovan is known chiefly as a poet, and perhaps it is the poet’s
voice that makes this rather unconventional novel such a success. Our
best poets rarely convey their meaning in simple, declarative sentences;
instead, they suggest, and demand that we involve ourselves in the poetry
in order to glean understanding. It is that gift of poetic suggestion, I think,
that makes this such an enjoyable book — one that, despite being set in
rural, picturesque Cape Breton, can speak to readers everywhere.
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Symon Jory Stevens-Guille

Ode towards a horizon metric
“Even when its course is ample, it is contained in what passes
from us through word.”
				
— Meschonnic, Rhyme and Life
Voice, a pitched sun, tongue-pivot pendulum
swung out to veer
turb-flated thru haled weft; kiltered off, its
amble an arc
by sextant caught; this cabered clout of sprach,
this hucked berth, dimpling each word, towing like
a plumed kytoon
the horizon
sustained by a palmed stone’s skipped heft
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Neil Flowers

O tiny mouse

for Philomene Long

translucent tissue ears
lungs small as semicolons
a hundred times a minute
breath and breath
furry coat of brown
feet shell pink
claws sharp sand grains
feasting on a poppy seed
quenching thirst
from a dew drop
to speak of you
is not the poem
i meant to write
your snout
burrows deep
into the crack
between my fingers
makes me revive
the thou of love and family
makes me
circumspect of cats
bead black eyes
hardly see
search about about
		
		
		

where am I?
who is this?
is love near?
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O companion of eagle!
O little frightened
pebble fireheart!
[In Hopi mythology, Mouse and Eagle are companions because one is nearsighted, one
far-sighted. Together they see all.]
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A Generous Mouth
This poem is an alley, Weyburn, Sask., 1922,
runs between Mrs. Faith’s cottage
and the apothecary on Pine
Moves to the rhythm of skyblue sweet peas
climbing that white trellis
in your backyard
in Halifax
when you were growing up
Chisels an epitaph
whispered by an old woman who rocks
alone in her institutional room:
How many children was it I had?
What were their names, you say?
Plays five-card stud with your Great Aunt Terri
on the balcony of her twelfth-floor high-rise
corner Clarke and Sainte-Catherine
Distills the shout of red juice
spilling down your chin
from the first homegrown tomato you ever ate
In one swift bold stroke
this poem seizes its fate from the bosses
dances in the streets singing
Long Live Ginger Goodwin!
Long Live The Winnipeg General Strike!
And scales a mountain in the Gaspé
dumbstruck at a glacial river pooling
in the teal lake a thousand feet down
And weeps for the column-inch murders
And chants of apple blossoms strewn on the sward:
					
Novas in green heaven
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A candle flickers in a holder
carved from an Osage orange fence post, 1878,
unearthed in a dig, Lincoln County, New Mexico, 1986
This poem is flame and post, and yes, it says, yes
though irony and distance be all the rage
as it bids thee farewell
this poem
in our time of betrayal and extinction
swears by granite and sweet water
never to sell you out
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Deepa Shankaran

The Function

T

he year my mother became the bookkeeper at J&J Pest Control Ltd.,
our whole family was invited to the company’s Christmas function.
The event was hosted by her boss at his house in Cherry Hills, a
suburb on the other end of town. Since she had only taken up the post at
the end of November, the invitation seemed to her like quite a coup, and
for a week before the function, she kept reminding us about the function. I
knew it was another word for party, but it gave me the idea that the evening
should serve some sort of purpose.
From what I could tell, none of our other get-togethers had been useful
in any way. For example, I couldn’t see the point of visiting the couple from
Winnipeg who lived down the block, which we did on a monthly basis.
They were much older than my parents and had grown-up children who
lived far away, and when we went for dinner, I was simply put in front of
the television with a full plate and an apology for the lack of company.
This kind of evening suited me very well.
Ahead of the Christmas function, I went to my mother with the video I
had chosen and asked if her boss would have a VCR. She took the tape out
of my hand and put it back on the shelf. There would be other children for
me to play with, she told me, and I should have a nice time with them.
My dress for the evening was a yellow corduroy jumper that fastened at
the top like coveralls and ended just below my knees. It was my favourite,
not because it suited me (though it was unfair to say it looked like a blotch
of mustard), but because the surface of it was so downy you wanted to turn it
inside out before you put it on, and I had agreed to stop crying on condition
that I could wear it. As I lay resting before the function, I watched it hanging
on the back of my bedroom door. The dress had a roomy front pocket in
which you could hide a number of small diversions, like a kangaroo might
fill her pouch, and I was jealous of anything that could fit inside.
If I made us late setting out, it was because this was the first business
event that we had been invited to. Until a few months earlier, my parents
had owned a small convenience store and were the only employees. During
the holidays, it was cosy and cheerful inside. My father would play classical
music from the tape deck next to the cash register, and I was allowed to
decorate the front window with frost, the kind you spray on from a can.
This year, I did it to our car windows instead, though this didn’t keep us
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from getting to the function. It was amazing how easily it washed off.
We had a second-hand rust-coloured station wagon that had been ours
for as long as I could remember; I couldn’t imagine it belonging to another
family. The older it got the draftier it felt, and by that winter all of its parts
seemed to have forgotten how they fit together. My father sat running it for
ten minutes before he honked for us to come out of the house. I tiptoed in
my mother’s footprints to avoid the snow, since I was too big now to be
carried from the door.
It was dusk when we pulled out of the driveway. The snow in the
yard had a glossy, bluish tinge, and there was a darker spot where earlier
I had been asked to make an angel. The ground was so stiff I barely left
an impression. Over the course of the morning, I’d made several more
attempts, but all you could see were a series of little indents, as if an insect
had burrowed in and out of the mounds.
I leaned my head against the window and slept, or pretended to sleep.
I forgot about the brief stretches of road without street lights, where, if
you were lucky, you could make out a few stars. I put my thumb in my
mouth and tugged at my ear, waiting for my mother to spot me and tell my
father to change course, and then we would simply drive around together
until it was morning. She was wise not to turn back in her seat; the roads
were slick that night and you had to keep a lookout because anything
could happen. I shut my eyes, but I could tell when we’d gotten off the
highway. With each new stop sign, my head jolted against the glass. Soon
we were prowling from house to house, and my parents were peering out
their windows, reading numbers on the doors.
***
Many things kept me from being useful that evening. First, there was
Mr. Jones, my mother’s boss, who, after directing my parents to the bar,
asked me to follow him to a room lined with bookcases, and without
any instruction deposited me there. It’s true that he introduced me to his
daughter, Judy, who was playing cards with three other girls, and that he
told me to make myself at home, but I didn’t know where to begin. Our
bungalow was much smaller, and you couldn’t get lost as I suspected was
common here. It occurred to me to ask if I was right about this, but Judy
had gone back to her game.
She seemed about two years older than me, around nine or ten. Her
blonde hair was limp and clung to her shoulders, and she was wearing
a purple sweater with rhinestones along the sleeves. I couldn’t tell you
much about the other girls because at that point I was examining the door
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frame, which was made from a kind of wood that was as smooth as butter.
I pulled my hand back and was surprised that it wasn’t slick. It wasn’t a
real shock, but I let out a gasp in any case. Judy didn’t turn around. Her
shoulders glittered as she shrugged and threw down a card.
At any moment I could have joined the game, but there were the books
to consider. I crept along the walls, scanning the titles. One volume I
assumed had to do with ancient Egypt, and I pulled it down, eager to see
that famous queen with the sharp, clever eyes. We had devoted an afternoon
to her in class. I often imagined her watching me as I walked through the
school corridors or sat on the bus. It was easy to believe that those eyes
saw more than anyone else could.
I flipped quickly to the centre of the book and was confronted with a
diagram of an enormous six-legged bug.
As it turns out, Coleoptera is the scientific term for a beetle. It comes
from the Greek for “sheathed wing.” Most beetles have two pairs: the front
pair, which is hard and shell-like, protects the more vulnerable wings at
the rear. In some cases, I learned, the two layers fuse together over time
to form a more solid shield, and those beetles are very well-protected but
can no longer fly.
The image was starting to bother me, so I skipped to the next section.
The book went on to describe in detail the beetles’ behaviour — where
they live, what they eat, and how they communicate and take care of their
young.
Just then, I thought of my mother and her new line of work, and how
valuable these facts would be to her. I had to show her the book, but would
it be okay to take it out of the study? There was no one to ask, since Judy
and the other girls had gotten bored some time ago and gone off looking for
snacks. The book was heavy, but small enough to hide in the front pouch
of my dress.
In the hallway, where the crystal chandelier cast a dim light, I found
a little boy standing by himself, staring down at the tiles. I was certain
he was going to cry. I wanted to tell him that the main thing was to keep
moving, keep in mind the place you were supposed to be. If you stood
on the spot for too long, something like a cloud might gather that could
burst at the slightest provocation; a compliment on your good manners,
for instance, the clink of glassware, a touch on the shoulder by a woman
who had mistaken you for another child.
A sudden peal of laughter startled the boy, and he scampered off into the
next room. I followed him and counted five more boys. The oldest looked
about fourteen. He was holding an overturned baseball cap filled with tiny
scraps of paper, and was dictating the rules for some kind of contest. He
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divided up the group and was pleased that the teams worked out evenly.
Having the book in my pouch was becoming uncomfortable. I went
back to the foyer and down a corridor and past the kitchen, then in and
out of what turned out to be a pantry, and finally I came upon the living
room, where there were no less than twenty adults. My father was easy to
find. Since our store had gone out of business, he was at home most days
and spent much of his time at the window, gazing onto the street. Now I
imagined that he was watching over the car, making sure we’d have a way
home at the end of the function.
My mother was harder to find, but only if you weren’t listening. She had
specific sounds. On any afternoon, you could catch the steady drumming
of her fingernails on a TV tray, a long sigh as she climbed the basement
stairs, her bracelets jingling as she scrubbed the kitchen counter. Tonight I
followed the sound of her laughter and found her sitting on a dining room
chair. She was telling a story to Mr. Jones and a woman who I could only
assume was Judy’s mother; they both had the same stringy blonde hair.
My mother looked at me curiously. “It’s me,” I wanted to say. Instead, I
pointed to her purse and made a motion as if to write something, and she
reached over and handed me a pen.
I wanted to interrupt her story. I had never heard it before. There’s no
need to repeat it here — what matters is that it didn’t belong to any part of
her life that I had been aware of until that moment. I had heard my mother’s
stories so many times that I’d fixed a role for myself in each one, and often
had to be reminded that some event or another had occurred before my
time. Now I crept closer and pushed myself onto the inch of empty space
on the edge of her chair, and she surprised me by looping an arm around
my waist and holding me against her. I waited for someone to remark on the
resemblance, that our eyes were the very same shade. No one could deny
the connection as we stood up and went off together down the hallway.
I tapped on the book in my pouch, and was about to pull it out when
I found that we were standing in the foyer again and that it was full of
children; all the boys and girls had gathered there.
A new game was starting. What was it called, Zombie Tag? I assumed
I wouldn’t be allowed to play — it would give me nightmares. As the
older boy started counting down from ten, my mother gave my shoulder
an encouraging squeeze and started back toward the living room.
I had never seen a zombie movie, though you couldn’t help but consider
the dilemma. In my heart, I knew that if our town were invaded by zombies,
I would be one of the first to cross over. Not because I would be easy to
catch (hiding was one of my better skills), but because joining them would
be less frightening than my own fear. So as the other children scattered
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and the count came down to zero, I stood on the spot and waited until the
boy uncovered his eyes. I thought he would clap me on the arm and drag
me along with him, but instead he let out a howl, leapt into the air and tore
off down the hall.
Hadn’t he seen me there? I crossed the foyer and stood in front of the
full-length mirror. I discovered it was also a shoe closet, and I crawled
inside and slid the door closed after me. Couldn’t he tell that I was part
of the game? I closed my eyes and listened to the footsteps of the other
children who were running for their lives. Their sharp and delighted cries
echoed from every part of the house.
I shifted around in the closet and braced myself against the wall. Over
the next half hour, I watched through the inch of open space as one child
after another was captured and recruited into the ranks. After a time, it was
too much for me to keep count, and I started rearranging the shoes in order
of size.
***
When Judy appeared in front of me, she was panting and her hair was
dishevelled. She leaned close to the mirror and sniffed, and it dawned on
me that I was the only one left. I held my breath and crouched down onto
my haunches, pulling the warm folds of my dress around me. I peered out
into the light and studied her knees, her shins, the little scab on the inside
of her ankle. Why, all of a sudden, did I feel like the dangerous one, and
that Judy shouldn’t know I was watching?
Now she stepped back from the closet, wiped her nose on her sleeve
and slipped out of sight. The hall grew quiet. I pulled the book out of my
pouch. I yanked the cap off the pen and started to scribble my name on the
first page, but it was too dark to see.
Eventually, you could hear shuffling feet and the clattering of forks
and knives as the others filed out of the kitchen with their plates, bumping
into each other and splattering things on the tiles. Some of them lumped
together on the sofa in the den and some of them sank onto their knees, and
they stared at the television screen and slowly grew lethargic. I couldn’t
tell what they were watching. In any case, it didn’t matter. I was imagining
the look in my mother’s eyes when she saw that I had won the game.
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John McKernan

Just a Shred of That Manhattan Memory
Terrifies me
Still Many years later
The way a thick grave marker
Never gets
Any sleep
Just your billfold Dude
If you so much
As look at me
I’ll slice your throat OK
Nothing like the movie
Where the little kid
Shooed away coyotes
Barked at the wolf
With a rib in its jaw Barked
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Tony Tremblay & Ellen Rose

A Fictional World of Moral Ambiguity: An
Interview with Ian Colford

I

an Colford is the author of dozens of short stories, published in literary
journals such as The Dalhousie Review, The Antigonish Review,
Pottersfield Portfolio, and The Fiddlehead. His genre-defying Evidence
(2008, The Porcupine’s Quill) was hailed by The Globe and Mail’s Jim
Bartley as “a rich, shadowed, mind-tweaking puzzle of a book” and became
one of Bartley’s top-five picks for 2008; it also won the 2009 Margaret
and John Savage First Book Award, the silver medal for short story fiction
at the 2009 Independent Publisher Book Awards, and was shortlisted for
both the Thomas H. Raddall Atlantic Fiction Prize and the Danuta Gleed
Literary Award. Though Colford had been writing and publishing for some
time, the novel was universally hailed as a stunning debut. His most recent
publication is the novel The Crimes of Hector Tomás (2012, Freehand
Books). We met Ian Colford for this interview on a rainy day in December
2012 in Dalhousie University’s Killam Memorial Library, where he has
worked for 25 years.
TT:
I’d like to start by asking about the relationship between your
two books. They both have the same kind of landscape, the same kind of
imaginative space.
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IC:
That may have something to do with the chronology. I started
writing The Crimes of Hector Tomás in 2002, and set down some ideas,
and had an idea where I wanted it to go. But then I got sidetracked — of
course, I was working full-time, and I didn’t have a solid piece of time to
devote to it — and I started writing Evidence. I wrote Evidence in a sixmonth period from late 2003 to early 2004, after I’d started writing Hector
Tomás. And then the process took over with Evidence: it was published
and reviewed with a lot of fervour, and it wasn’t until after everything died
down in 2009 that I got back into Hector Tomás seriously and devoted a
lot of time to it. I ended up on a couple of writing retreats. One was at
Yaddo, in upstate New York. And I went to the Hawthornden Castle Retreat
in 2010, where I finished it. So even though Hector Tomás was started in
2002, fifty percent of it was written after 2008.
TT:
The beginning of Hector Tomás opens up to the same world as
Evidence, a totalitarian world of deracination where characters are constantly
off balance. Why did you choose that setting rather than something closer
to home, something more familiar to you and your Canadian readers?
IC:		
I think that what happened was that Colette, my spouse, and I
started traveling in the 1990s, and we went to Greece, Turkey, Portugal,
and other unfamiliar places. I think I absorbed the atmosphere from those
countries, and it crept into my fiction. Before that, I was writing fiction
that was basically set here in Nova Scotia or Toronto or wherever else I
had been; but after being in these other places, I started writing fiction that
was set elsewhere. And then when I decided that the type of story I wanted
to write was one that would place characters in dangerous life-threatening
situations, I realized that unless I’m going to write a dystopian fantasy, it
can’t be set in Canada. (Canada is too familiar and predictable.) So I had
to set it somewhere else, and when you’re thinking of totalitarian regimes
and torture, you think, unfortunately, about South America.
ER:
Why did you want to place your characters in these kinds of
extreme and life-threatening situations?
IC:		
I wanted to explore the drama of those situations. I wanted to create
characters that the reader would come to care about, and not necessarily
just because their lives are threatened, but because they’re facing situations
that we would not want to face ourselves. And I wanted to see not just how
to carry that forward as a viable story, but to experience the hardships as
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a challenge to myself, if I could do that, and create out of these various
situations that I put my characters in an entire story that would go from
beginning to end, have cohesion, a dramatic arc, and all the rest of it.
ER:
And yet in these extreme situations in which people are victimized,
the victims, with whom we are meant to empathize, don’t always behave
well. In many cases, they behave selfishly or badly. Certainly in Evidence,
with Kostandin, we’re often drawn towards him, and then he does something
nasty that repels us. And so there’s this constant tension …
IC:		
Moral ambiguity is what I find fascinating in other people’s work.
Characters have moral codes, but those are often based on selfishness and
personal interest. At other times, these same characters are capable of
generous acts, selfless acts. So they break out of whatever parameters they
might have set themselves. And I find that fascinating. I mean, obviously
people are not black and white. Everything appears in shades of grey
when you’re talking about people. So that’s the moral ambiguity that I
wanted in my books. I’m disappointed when I’m reading a book and can
figure out what the character is going to do next — when the bad guy has
the black hat on, the good guy has the white hat on, and there’s nothing
in between. That’s just too simple. In my own work, I like to introduce
layers of complexity in the characterization. I don’t want to confuse the
reader; I don’t want the character to do something that will leave the reader
scratching his head. I want a certain amount of consistency, but I do want
that complexity of character.
ER:
Would you say that your stories begin with a character or a
situation?
IC:		
For the novella I’m working on now, I have a situation in mind.
What I’m thinking about is a story about a young man in his early thirties.
He’s a journalist who wants to interview an infamous criminal and find out
why he did what he did. That’s the germ for the story. Behind that, I have
a moral picture in my head of someone who is kind of high-handed, looks
down on this man who is a criminal. But then certain things happen within
the framework of the story that cause the journalist to realize that maybe
he’s no better than this criminal. I have in mind a dramatic progression
of events that are going to take him to that conclusion. So we’ll see what
happens.
ER:

I can certainly see the connection between that project and Hector
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Tomás, where, as readers, we project ourselves into these extreme kinds
of situations and realize that we might behave in similar ways.
IC:		
Yes, my characters are backed into a corner, where a survival
instinct drives them. At that point, morality goes out the window. In order
to be a moral human being, you have to survive first. If it means killing
somebody, then that’s what it means.
TT:
So is writing an intellectual exercise, a political exercise, or a
moral exercise for you?
IC:		
I guess I’ve always been attracted to the moral dimension. Because,
when characters are faced with moral dilemmas, that’s when the drama
comes in, and then you can create that drama. The politics, I think, are a
by-product of that. And the intellectual part shapes the story. So all three
are related, but the moral aspect of their interrelation comes first for me.
For example, as I’m thinking of the character that I have in my head right
now, the one who’s going off to interview the criminal, I’m putting him
in a morally ambiguous situation. He’s going to have to figure a way out
of it, and what he does will be in a way a political decision, based on his
own internal morality. How I shape that story will tax my intellectual
capabilities.
TT:
Are you more excited, then, by how he will resolve his moral
ambiguity, or are you more excited by how you figure out how he’ll resolve
his moral ambiguity?
IC:		
I think the second, actually. It’ll be a puzzle, and then I’ll get to
create other characters around that situation, and insert them into the story,
and they will add complications. He’s going to be very obviously pulled
in two directions, and either one is viable. Either one could be construed
as morally acceptable. But, I guess I’ll just wait and see what happens.
TT:
Getting back to your proclivity to a world of moral ambiguity, I
wonder if you’ve thought about what it says about your position in Canada?
You said that you took your fiction off-site in a way, out of Canada, at least
imaginatively. When you were explaining why, I was thinking to myself,
is that saying something about Canada — about our landscapes here, our
emotional and political landscapes? Maybe another way to think about
the question is, do you consider yourself a Canadian writer? You don’t
write like a Canadian writer, let’s put it that way.
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IC:		
That’s an interesting question. I’ve been asked that one before,
and it’s really, really tough, because obviously I’m a Canadian writer, born
and raised here. But does my fiction derive from a Canadian sensibility,
whatever that is? I don’t know.
TT:
Or perhaps a movement away from a Canadian sensibility, because
you find it inadequate or limiting, because you find the dominant strain in
Canadian literature unrepresentative maybe, or shallow, or…
IC:		
Not necessarily. I’ve read some pretty good Canadian books. I
think my trajectory was probably the result of where my own personal
interests have gone over the last decade or so. And the fiction I’ve been
writing that reflects those interests has, of necessity, been taken, as you
say, off-site. But I still think of myself as a Canadian writer. In fact, as I
was thinking about this question at one point, I asked myself: if I had been
born and raised somewhere else, would I have been able to write these
books? And I suspect not; I would have written different books. Possibly
because the contrast is so stark between my experience in Canada and the
experience of my non-Canadian characters; I can see their experience more
clearly because of the stark contrast. My vision isn’t clouded by having
gone through something like this myself.
ER:
But that’s what amazed me when reading the torture scene in Hector
Tomás. How do you write about that? Where does that come from?
IC:		
I know. And people have asked me, have you done loads of
research? I actually read a couple of articles on the psychology of torture
— not on the actual process, but on the psychology, what it does to the
victim. Very disturbing stuff. But to my mind, what was more important
was what it does to the perpetrator. The victim is obviously traumatized
and manipulated, but the perpetrator is also irrevocably altered. Does the
person enjoy doing it? Is the person repelled? I wanted to get some of
that in the book as well. But those scenes were tough to write, in the sense
that I was making it up. I had nothing from my own experience to draw
on to build those scenes; it was all imagination. But again, when you’re
writing, when you’re on a roll, and in many cases with this novel I was on
a roll, your imagination takes over and you don’t have to think that much
about it. It just evolves, almost independently of your own brain working
on the rationale of it all. The process is fluid and almost invisible to the
person who’s doing the writing because everything is just there. I wrote
Evidence in a six-month period while I was working full-time, and I was
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writing it during coffee breaks and lunch hours because everything was so
vivid. Kostandin was so well-established in my brain that I could see what
he was going to do next. And as I was finishing one of the stories, the next
one would have formulated itself, and I’d be ready to start. That’s how vivid
that book was when I was writing it. I had some of the same experiences
with Hector Tomás when I was deeply into it, especially when I was on the
writing retreats. You get up in the morning and you have nothing to do but
write. I could see the scenes — could see it all unfolding — and I didn’t
really have to think all that much about it. Of course, when you’re writing
torture scenes, you don’t want to think that much about it. You just want
to make sure that what you’ve written is viable dramatically and makes
sense on the page, and that the reader isn’t going to sit there with a whole
bunch of questions, or, worse, be confused.
TT:
So how do you get to the point where it’s fully formed and vivid
in your head, to that stage where you can feed off of it organically?
IC:		
I think that’s the big mystery. If I knew how to do that, I would
be writing a new novel right now!
ER:
Especially when you’re just grabbing the odd minute here and
there during coffee breaks.
IC:		
Yes, you never really expect that to happen. I had that experience
with Evidence, and I never really expected it to happen again, but then
it did happen in some isolated cases when I was working on the intense
scenes in Hector Tomás.
ER:
I want to go back to the question of place. Because one thing that
intrigues me about both of these books is that, although the settings are
very distinctive, they are never named. I’m wondering why, for example,
Hector Tomás is set in “B_____.” Why the deliberate ambiguity around
that?
IC:		
Well, I wanted to have a little mystery there, too, and to avoid
nailing it down geographically, to give the reader’s imagination something
to work on. But also because the minute you become specific in naming
cities and towns, there’s a lot of things you have to know about what you’re
writing. I didn’t want to have to know street names, what building was on
what corner, and the names of actual political figures because I saw that
as restricting my imagination. The second you get into specifics, you have
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to know the details to make it convincing, thus, to some extent, limiting
yourself.
ER:
And with Evidence, that’s part of what makes it intriguing. For
example, in one of the stories, Kostandin indicates he’s from Greece, but
then in the next story it becomes clear that he isn’t. He speaks something
like seven languages …
IC:		

Or he says he does.

ER:
… yes, and he seems to be a citizen of the world, a professional
wanderer.
IC:		
Yes, that was an effort to create an aura of mystery around the
character. I think it worked, and I think it gives the reader some leeway to
come to conclusions about the character and where he might be from. So
when I was writing Hector Tomás, I quite deliberately did not nail it down
geographically. Anybody who has looked at a map of South America will
know that the country I had in mind was Chile. But I didn’t want to get
into the specifics of geography, which gets in the way of the story.
TT:
I’m going back again to the idea of Canada. And I think you’re
being a very Canadian writer in your aversion to Canada in these works:
your aversion to clarity of place, and to our preoccupation, post-Northrop
Frye, with asking questions like, “where is here?,” and to our preoccupation
with self-examination. All those Canadian things that we learned about
from the poets in the 1960s and ’70s, and the fiction writers of the 1980s
and ’90s. It seems to me that you’re taking those preoccupations as a base,
and then you’re contesting those in these works. I wonder if this becomes
a kind of new trend in Canadian literature: the internationalization of it,
pushing away from Frye, Lecker, Atwood, and even figures like Kroetsch
and Bowering.
IC:		
It could very well be that I was attracted to writing fiction of this
kind set elsewhere as a sort of reaction against that whole debate about what
is Canadian literature, which has gone on basically since the 1950s, and
which I just don’t find myself really engaged in. As far as I’m concerned,
Canadian fiction is whatever we choose to write as Canadian writers. Just
because it happens elsewhere and the characters are not necessarily our
next-door neighbours, it still emerges from a Canadian sensibility and
Canadian values, and I think anyone reading it will probably see that, as
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you have done.
TT:
The follow-up question, then, is that from your point of view,
is biography important for a writer, or is it just a circumstance of
citizenship?
IC:		
I think biography is a red herring. I’ve always felt that the writer’s
life is irrelevant to the writing. I don’t know why I feel so strongly about
that. Perhaps it’s because of the assumptions people have made when they
read my books: that I’ve done these things, I’ve been to the places I write
about, I’ve seen these things happen. And since I know that I haven’t, it
becomes apparent to me that if the writer has a decent imagination, he or
she can write about anything, absolutely anything, and make it work on the
page. It doesn’t matter what the writer’s life might be. I’ve been working
in an academic library for the last 25 years. None of what I write about
happens in an academic library. So I don’t really see biography as being
relevant. If I were to track evidence of my life in these books, it would be
quite superficial: as I said at the beginning, having travelled to foreign
places and experienced what it feels like to be out of your comfort zone and
in another culture, I use those discomforts to infuse my writing with what
is more a feeling as opposed to an actual way of living or set of values.
That’s probably, at this stage, as close as my life comes to permeating my
work.
TT:
I’m also curious about your exploration of violence. I like to
challenge myself, too, imaginatively, but that’s not an area that I would
necessarily entertain as a way to push myself. So why do you push yourself
in that direction, and in that realm? What’s your fascination with that kind
of political and physical violence?
IC:		
I’m intrigued by violence as a dramatic tool mostly. It says something
about the characters. If a character is capable of gratuitous violence for some
sort of self-gratification, then that obviously sends a message to the reader.
If a character is a victim of violence, that sends another kind of message.
Though it may sound callous, I use violence as a way to manipulate the
reader’s sympathies and feelings. And what you want the reader to leave
your book with, emblazoned in his or her memory, you do have to drive
home — the way a painter with a canvas will draw the eye to a particular
point using highlights and various other tricks of the trade. I see violence as
a dramatic tool that focuses the reader’s attention in a very intense way on
a particular scene. But when you’re talking about highlighting in this way,
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you can’t have too many of them or you’re just going to dull the audience’s
response. And so I’m hoping that I’ve used violence in a very judicious
way, and selectively, to horrify and unsettle the reader from time to time,
but not to wear the reader down. I don’t want to desensitize the reader to
the violence. Every time it happens, I want the reader to basically fall over
backwards in his chair. That’s the effect I’m after.
TT:
I have another question about your interest in violence as a dramatic
or fictional technique, and the way you want to push yourself outside your
comfort zones. Is your fascination with violence just formal in that way,
or do you also believe that the world is not a very safe place?
IC:		
The fiction I’ve written derives from either a conscious or a
subconscious understanding that the world is not and never will be a safe
place. In Evidence, I created a character who drifts from one setting to
another to avoid violence or its likelihood. He can never rest. And he’s
always either being pushed by somebody else to do something he doesn’t
want to do, or he’s doing the pushing. The violence in that book is a
motivating thing for him to take action. In fact, there is a whole story in
there that’s basically about perpetrating violence [the second last one in
the book]. Various people who have been the victims of violent crimes and
have perpetrated violent crimes themselves get together and discuss what
happened and try to come to some sort of understanding and resolution.
And it’s plain from that encounter that violence isn’t easily or predictably
derivative; there’s no meeting of minds when it comes to violence. Yes,
it’s something that galvanizes opinion, but the question is, what do you do
with people who are violent? How should we react to violence? Should we
be lenient, vengeful, or understanding? One of the things I’m exploring
in my novels is the extent to which it’s in human nature to be violent, and
to use violence to achieve certain ends. Some people feel guilty about it;
some don’t. But I think that as long as there are people with ambitions and
appetites, there’s always going to be violence. And it’s worth adding, of
course, because it is often misunderstood, that by exploring this tendency in
human nature, I’m not saying anybody should be in favour of violence.
TT:
Do you approach your fiction with these kind of questions formalized
in your mind? Or do you write from instinct?
IC:		
I would say it’s a combination. When I approach writing a book
like Hector Tomás, I do have certain questions in my head to start with
that have to do with drama and story, and what it’s going to take to bring
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the character from point A to point B. But there’s a lot of writing from
instinct, too.
TT:
To what extent do you move from those intellectual and moral
questions? Do they shape, in a rational way, what you write? Or do they
percolate in the background and inform your unconscious?
IC:		
I think it’s more the latter. I’m conscious of certain limits when
I’m writing. And to be fair, there were scenes in Hector Tomás that I did
get rid of because they were saying things about the character that were
flawed and not necessarily consistent with what I was trying to achieve.
In one case, I got off on a tangent. I had written about 100 pages, taking
Hector in a different direction, as a leader, the one pushing other people to
perform violent acts. But then I saw clearly that that’s not what I wanted
him to be.
ER:
What I notice is that, in the violent world of your fiction, people
are alienated and very much on their own. Is violence an isolating
phenomenon?
IC:		
Yes, Kostandin is a particular case of somebody who is basically
orphaned; he came out of a situation that didn’t really encourage making
connections with people. And he doesn’t trust anybody as a result. I think
in order to make human connections, there has to be a certain amount of
trust. He was disadvantaged, then, from the start. The final scene in the
last story is about as close as he comes to actually caring about somebody.
But Hector Tomás was different: I felt it necessary, for dramatic purposes,
to psychically isolate characters from one another. Enrique has to be
irresponsible and undependable and selfish in order for the whole series
of events to be set in motion. And Hector is isolated because he was close
to his brother Carlos, who disappears, cementing his alienation further. So
the isolation in the book flows from the dramatic situations that characters
find themselves in.
ER:
Enrique is a fascinating character, despicable yet engaging and
likeable. This “failed academic,” as he describes himself at one point,
where did he come from?
IC:		
I can’t say for sure. I was creating a story where certain events had
to be set into motion, and while I was writing I discovered that Enrique’s
weaknesses could make things happen. I had to make him weak in a certain
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way, and vulnerable, but also petulant and unreasonably demanding. So I
just kept piling on the characteristics; and he seemed to be able to bear the
weight. I did find him fascinating, too, and at a certain point, I was looking
forward to writing the next Enrique scene. I wondered what he was going
to do next. Enrique is capable of truly caring about other people, and he
recognizes his own flaws. He’s just unable to behave consistently in a
manner that shows that the welfare of his family is foremost in his mind.
He cares about everybody, but then he betrays them.
TT:
So what redeems your characters, or, more specifically, a character
like Enrique?
IC:		
In this new book nobody is truly evil and nobody is truly good.
Some characters behave according to instinct more than rational thought,
but then they’re backed into a corner and have to respond. That a character
such as Enrique can actually engage the reader’s sympathies says something
about what I was trying to do as a writer. Again, I’m going back to the
shades of grey versus the black and white. I was hoping that every single
character in this book would have those shades of grey. It didn’t matter if
the character was a torturer. I wanted the reader to see him- or herself in
every character. Every character is trying to do something, commendable
or not, and has a genuine goal in mind in trying to move some agenda
forward. Even Dimitri, who is just trying to do his job, and not a pleasant
job at that.
TT:
Well, maybe redemption is part of that old black and white narrative
you’re challenging.
IC:		
Yes, that’s right. I think Enrique is probably the character who
is the most self-reflective. Hector is young, he’s not fully formed yet as a
human being, and the other characters we don’t see long enough to get into
their heads completely. So the idea of redemption is alien to most of them,
unfortunately. The other character we haven’t talked about yet, Nadia, is
also very young, but she is a little bit more self-aware than Hector — also
more naïve. And I was sending her into places in the book that I wanted
the reader to take note of — and to say No!, don’t go there, don’t do that.
Nadia is meant to engage the reader’s attention, and I saw her as a dramatic
tool at first, but at a certain point, she opened up and I just had to bring her
more fully into the story. There was no way that I could leave her behind.
And then when I got her and Enrique together, there was a wonderful
dynamic.
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ER:
An amazing dynamic. You were talking about scenes that flowed
for you, and I think the scene where they meet and he ends up going to the
bank must have been one of those.
IC:		
I wrote that when I was at Yaddo, and I realized at one point that
day I hadn’t eaten my lunch. It was three o’clock in the afternoon, and I
had started writing that scene at eight in the morning. That’s seven hours
in one stretch. I think just about everything I wrote at Yaddo is in the
book, almost verbatim; it took very little editing to whip it into shape. I
immediately saw the dramatic opportunity in the dynamic between those
two characters, and I didn’t want to let it go. You have two sympathetic
characters working against each other, they both have reasonable aims,
they’re both trying to do something that they see as worthwhile, and the
reader is engaged sympathetically with each. When you find something
like that, it’s magic.
TT:
That leads me to something I’ve been thinking about. Which is,
what do you want your reader to take away from your work? Do you
write to entertain your reader? Do you write to challenge your reader in a
particular way? Or do you write with the hope that your reader will take
something away from your books?
IC:		
I think challenge is a good word. As far as taking something away,
I want readers to remember the struggles that characters went through,
and to know that there are actually people out there going through similar
struggles. Again, I didn’t sit down and read books about Pinochet and his
regime, for example. I’d heard enough through news reports, and I knew
enough to know that there were thousands of people who lost their lives
in those struggles. People basically disappeared, and their stories are lost.
What I wanted to do was produce an awareness in readers about the untold
stories of those people who disappeared, and for readers to come away
thinking that maybe this book brought them closer to what those people
might have been able to say.
TT:
So to push that forward a bit, do you feel a responsibility to lay
the responsibility somewhere, perhaps at the foot of state authority? Does
addressing state ideology play a role in your work as it does in Allende’s
work?
IC:		
Not so much. What I’m doing doesn’t coalesce in a coherent
philosophy or anything as deep as that. Rather, what I see is in macro:
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political arenas where there are certain pressures that come from various
directions, and situations are created that make it possible for people to
do certain things or behave in certain ways, and either derive benefit from
those behaviours or exact some kind of revenge. When I think of the latter
(revenge) I think of the Balkans, where ethnic groups had been waiting a
thousand years to exact revenge, and then Yugoslavia self-destructs, and
all of a sudden opportunities arise to be vengeful. So political pressures
create events, making it possible for actions to happen that create these
dramatic and fascinating (often disturbing) situations. And if people are
so inclined, they are free to act in ways that, in civil society, would land
them in prison. So I see the politics both from afar and from up close, as
deriving very much from the individual person. It’s the situation that is
created that enables people to act in certain ways. That’s how the macro
meets the micro. And just for the record, I don’t see myself writing anything
like this again.
ER:
Let’s use that as a segue. I’m curious about the novellas you’re
working on currently. You’re saying that they move away from the violent,
foreign world of Evidence and Hector Tomás?
IC:		
Yes. I wrote one of them while I was working on Hector Tomás.
It is set very much in the here and now, Nova Scotia. I can’t remember if
I actually mention Halifax in it or not, but anyone reading it will see there
are certain landmarks in the city that appear in the novella. Another novella
I had written previous to that also uses Halifax as an imagined landscape.
And the one I’m finishing now is similar: when I think of where the action
is taking place, it’s probably on Spring Garden Road. And the next novel
I have lined up in my head, is, if not overtly, a Nova Scotia setting in
everything but name.
ER:
So it sounds like you’re on a roll, creatively. I’m interested in asking
you about your experiences with publishing. We have in Canada the literary
stars — and the sons and daughter of those stars, and the journalists —
who have no trouble getting published, or getting the publicity necessary
to power up the publishing machine. But for everyone else, it is not an
easy matter to get into print. So I’d like to ask about your experience —
particularly because Evidence was well-received, and yet Hector Tomás
was still published by a fairly small press.
IC:		
For someone at my stage of career, success with one book is no
guarantee of anything. I know a couple of people who have had one book
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published by one of the big presses, like Random House, but couldn’t
find a publisher for the next book. I have a novel that I wrote back in the
nineties that I tried and tried (and tried) to get published. It got all kinds
of glowing comments from the editors of publishing houses — and that
was at a time when you could actually approach editors yourself, and they
would open the envelope and pick up the phone to talk to you. It’s not like
that anymore. Some of the rejection letters I got from those editors were
so good that you could excerpt sentences and put them on the jacket as
a blurb. But I couldn’t get that book published. And so I thought, well,
maybe the manuscript is crap. So to check and see whether it was crap or
not, I entered it into the Writers’ Federation of Nova Scotia competition
for unpublished manuscripts in 2001, and it won first prize. But I still
couldn’t get it published. So after that I started writing Hector Tomás, and
then wrote Evidence. And I thought with Evidence I was writing more for
myself — you know, the whole Jerzy Kosiński kind of influence: you
create a displaced character and he’s roaming around causing mayhem.
Disgruntled with the publishing business, I only sent Evidence to two
publishers: first, Insomniac, one of those Toronto presses that prides itself
on publishing groundbreaking fiction, and I got a letter back saying sorry,
not interested. Then I heard that John Metcalf had left Porcupine’s Quill.
I had submitted to Porcupine’s Quill before and got very terse rejections
from them, always from Metcalf. So with Metcalf out of the picture, I
sent them the whole manuscript in August 2006, and I had an acceptance
by November. Not only that, they said they would publish it “as is.” But
what intrigued me was that I submitted the manuscript as just Evidence. It
didn’t say Evidence, a short story collection, or Evidence, a novel. I think
five of the stories had been published in journals, but when I submitted
the manuscript, the stories had no titles and looked for all the world like
chapters in a novel. I found it really intriguing that they didn’t question
that; they just went with it the way it was. But then later it was marketed as
a short story collection, and it was shortlisted for the Danuta Gleed, which
is a short story competition, and when the shortlist came out, it was in the
short story category. So by that point, people had made up their minds: it
was a short story collection.
ER:
But it really is kind of genre-breaking. To my mind, it’s neither
a short story collection nor a novel. It’s just somewhere in between, in a
grey area.
IC:		
Yes, I like sitting in that grey zone, even with the structure of a
book. So anyway, Porcupine’s Quill had first kick at Hector Tomás, and
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they actually accepted the manuscript. They said they would publish it.
But then I got an agent and discovered that Porcupine’s Quill won’t deal
with agents. So I did some editorial work to shorten the manuscript a bit
and the agent started submitting it to all the big publishers, and got all
kinds of really great comments, but, once again, despite those, none were
going to publish it. So then my agent went to the second-tier publishers,
Freehand among them, and they said they would take it. So, yes, even
though Evidence got a fair bit of press, and was shortlisted for several
awards, the big publishers didn’t bite, their decisions influenced by their
marketing people. If they don’t see an easy way to market something, then
it doesn’t get accepted. If you’re not being marketed as the new Margaret
Atwood or Michael Ondaatje or something that is easy to define, you are
in trouble — and my work, if nothing else, is not easy to define.
TT:
way?

So, what do you feel is your natural form, if I can put it that

IC:		
Well, I don’t know; I might write a big novel again. When I started
writing in the 1990s, I gravitated towards the short story because, I suspect,
of the instant gratification. I could write for a couple of weeks and have a
product to send out to the magazines, test the market quickly. With a novel,
it’s a longer-term thing. Hector Tomás took me eight years. I think the ideas
that I’m getting now for stories are too complex for the short story form.
So if I were to ask what my natural medium is now, I think it would be the
novel. With the novel that remains unpublished, for example, I came to a
crossroads: when I was 30 pages into it, I started getting conflicting ideas,
and I knew if I took it one way it would be finished within two or three
pages as a short story. But another way, and it was going to go on longer.
I decided to take the longer route, and it ended up about 300 pages.
TT:

Does the novel form give you the larger canvas?

IC:		
I think that’s it, yes. And I like creating more characters, bringing
them together, creating those dramatic situations where they begin to interact.
And then once you bring the characters together, lots of other things can
happen that surprise you. With Hector Tomás, for instance, I had the final
scene in my head. But all the in-between was yet to be worked out. And
that’s where the adventure was for me, in taking the characters and the story
from point A to point B. The novel that I have in my head now is similar:
I’m pretty sure I know where it’s going to end up, and I have some of the
characters clearly defined, but the adventure will be in the writing.
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TT:
I have a couple of questions that follow from that about the
mechanics of writing. How do you manage this on top of a full-time job?
You talked about writing in stolen moments. But do you plan or block
writing times?
IC:		
It’s very difficult to plan when I’m working full-time. I can
say, well, this Saturday afternoon I’m going to write, and then Saturday
afternoon comes and I just don’t feel like it. So, for me, it’s the whole
captured moment scenario, for the time being anyway. I can produce a
little bit or do some revising in a lunch hour or coffee break, but to retain
that momentum over the long haul is very difficult. With Evidence it was
different because I was crafting short stories, and obviously I was rolling
along with it, I had that connection with the character and the dramas that
I was creating. With Hector Tomás it was a totally different experience
because there were long gaps between writing sessions; sometimes I didn’t
work on it for a year. But for whatever reason, I remained connected with
the story in my head, and never really lost track of it. I think that was key
to being able to pick it up again a year later and run with it — with the
help, of course, of writing retreats. I was at Yaddo for three weeks, and I
wrote 130 pages.
TT:
So when you describe captured moments, do you mean to say that
you don’t have consistent writing times? Like you’re not a 6:00 a.m. to
8:00 a.m. writer every day?
IC:		
No. Whenever it happens, it happens. Sometimes I’ll take the
manuscript to bed with me; other times, maybe it is a Saturday afternoon.
Usually I write several times a week. I do everything on a laptop now, for
mobility. The laptop makes it easy to go from one place to another, and to
take advantage of those fortuitous moments when they come along. Even
the kitchen counter, waiting for the water to boil. The captured moments
can be that small.
ER:
Staying with the mechanics of writing, do you write a draft and
then go back afterwards and edit, or do you edit as you go?
IC:		
I edit along the way; that’s how I stay connected with the story.
Right now with the novella I’m writing, I’ve reached the point where I
know it’s going to end within ten or fifteen pages. But the five- or six-page
passage I’m currently working on has been edited now about ten times. And
even though I’m finding it difficult to move forward, at least I’m keeping
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that connection with it through the editing.
TT:

And when you say revise …

IC:		
I’m working on language, taking sentences out and putting sentences
in, hoping that at a certain point some darkness will lift and I’ll see how
to take it to that next stage.
TT:
So has writing evolved to become your main preoccupation? Is
it what your major distraction is now?
IC:		
I think so, yes. If I were to retire, it would be so I could do more
writing, and write at a consistent pace. Now that I have an agent, he’s
helping me in unforeseen ways. He’s on to me, you know — what’s next?
I’ve never had anybody asking me what’s next; that’s new.
ER:

Does that help or hinder?

IC:		
I think it helps. It’s a motivation, an incentive to get something
done. But I don’t know how some writers do it, those mystery writers
who churn out a book every six months. Having said that, I can work very
quickly when, as they say, the iron is hot. I wrote Evidence really quickly,
and some passages of Hector Tomás I wrote very, very quickly. But at
certain points my process slows me: I have a tendency (a need, actually)
to step back and see what I’ve done. I don’t consider that a liability.
TT:
How do you balance those two things: your career and your
preoccupation? Do you have to restrain yourself from hoping that you
could become a full-time writer? Do you sometimes resent that your career
takes energy and focus from your writing?
IC:		
Oh, probably. But if I were relying on my writing as a source
of income, we’d be living in a cardboard box in the street. So obviously
there’s a balance to be struck. My job has made it possible to live a fairly
comfortable life, and write on the side. Because I’m working in a university,
I have the advantages of an enlightened environment — as a librarian, for
example, I am granted sabbaticals, and I used my last sabbatical to work
on fiction. But the tensions are always there: if I’m in a boring meeting,
my mind might revert to the novella.
ER:

I have a few final questions about reading. How do you use
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reading? Do you use reading to energize or open up possibilities in your
work? And, if yes, whom do you read in order to do that?
IC:		
I’m reading all the time. And, probably, like most writers, if I’m
reading a book and it’s not teaching me something about writing, I lose
patience and drop it. But if I can find a book that teaches me about pacing,
scene selection, depicting characters in certain ways, I’m with it until the
end. And I will freely allow what another writer has done to find its way
into what I’m trying to do. The novella that I’m writing now is inspired
partly by a novella by the Austrian writer Peter Handke. He’s written a lot
of novellas, and I’ve read maybe a dozen of them. He’s a master at that
form. I wanted to write something that had the Handke intensity to it, and
that was in a sense claustrophobic — claustrophobic because you’re in a
character’s consciousness for a little more than 100 pages. So I am influenced
by other writers to that degree, especially when I see what somebody has
done and say, oh yeah, I’d like to try that. Sometimes it works, sometimes
it doesn’t. The book that I’m reading right now, Our Daily Bread by Lauren
Davis, interests me because of its character trajectories. She’s got three
sets of characters, and I can see how she’s carefully placing them. They’re
doing certain things, there are conflicts going on in each of their lives, but
you can also see their convergence. I’m fascinated by how she has paced
her story. It’s a very patient story. I can see a reader becoming frustrated
with it because there’s nothing of large import happening, but from my
perspective there’s minutiae on every page. So, yes, I will use what I can
find; all writers are like that. And if you’re going to steal, you might as
well steal from the best.
ER:

What writers do you reread, or await anxiously for new work?

IC:		
I came upon John Cheever early and always return to him. Peter
Handke has become an influence lately because I have read a lot of his
work recently. Jerzy Kosiński, of course, has always fascinated me. I would
even go so far as to say that Evidence is my Kosiński book. I read Steps
really early, when I was a teenager. It was the book that came out after
The Painted Bird, and it’s even more severely distilled. It’s just fatal to
come across a book like that when you’re a teenager thinking you might
do some writing. You think to yourself, Oh, god, look what this guy did.
And of course you’re trying to do it for the rest of your life.
ER:
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So writing is something you’ve always wanted to do?

IC:		
I think I’ve always had it in my mind. I didn’t actually start writing
seriously until I was in my thirties. I wrote a novel when I was in grad
school, but I think it was just an amusement. But then I started writing
short stories in the early 1990s and actually going through the process of
trying to get them published. It became a more formal ambition at that
point — I said, you know, maybe I can do this long-term. And then I started
getting stories published; I think, overall, I got about 30 stories published
in various journals, and one in the Journey Prize Anthology. From that
point, I followed the momentum and will, I hope, continue to do so.
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Yi-Mei Tsiang, Sarah
Young, Patricia		
				
				
				

Memoriam			
Maison des Jeunes		
Descent				
Grandfather stumbles over the
moving walkways, surprised
snowmobile			
the basement			
flight				
moonshot			
faith				
Gloee				
Polar Visions			
39				
Consider Sea Glass:		
The good gardener		
Mälestuseks			
family dog			
Waiting				
On Her Eighty-Eighth Birthday
My Mother Asks Me to Iron
The Boy Who Wrote Poetry
Stalemate with Nana		
Solar Storms			
Ode to hearing a bicycle,
thinking a tree			
Ode towards a horizon metric
Scarlet				
Picture				
cornrows			
The Near			
Bit by Bit			
The News			
Aunt Becky			
The Pockets			
Welterweight			
Murder				
The First Vegans			
Another Man of God Running
From the Law			
The Kindness of Hutterites

96
70
113

176
175
173

74
85
87
29
31
33
20
9
74
75
7
8
9
119

174
173
173
176
176
176
176
174
176
176
173
173
173
173

120
36
92
130

173
174
173
175

134
100
61
94
55
106
56
111
90
91
92
83
9

173
176
173
173
173
173
174
173
175
175
175
176
175

11
13

175
175
139

Zilm, Jennifer		
				
				

Gospel				
Deftly the hands of the
hairdresser			

52

174

54

174

Translations
Gilmore, John		
				
				
				
				
				
Sanders, Brett Alan
				
Sze-Lorrain, Fiona
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(Translation of Yves Bonnefoy)
Vrai Nom			
46
Survivor			
47
(Translation of Jacques Roubaud)
Je rêve …			
48
Dream				
49
(Translation of María Gabriela Mizraje)
Open Road			
77
(Translation of Yi Lu)
Many Stars Emerge		
63
(Translations of Yu Xiang)		
A Gust of Wind			
65
Ruins				
67
The Earthquake is Coming
69
(Translation of Zhang Zao)
Adieu Schloss Solitude		
61

176
176
176
176
174
173
173
173
173
174
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The Antigonish Review
Annual Poetry/Fiction
Contests
Great Blue Heron
Poetry Contest
&
Sheldon Currie Fiction
Contest
$2,400 in Prizes!
Deadlines: Fiction must be postmarked by May 30, 2014
Poetry must be postmarked by June 30, 2014

Entry Fee: Canada $25.00, United States $30.00, and
International $45.00 for either contest. Bonus: You may
enter both contests for an additional $10.00. This includes a
one-year subscription to TAR which will begin with the fall
issue, 2014. Make cheques or money orders payable to The
Antigonish Review. Full guidelines are available at
<www.antigonishreview.com>
Mail submissions to: The Antigonish Review Contest,

P.O. Box 5000, St. Francis Xavier University, Antigonish,
Nova Scotia, Canada, B2G 2W5. For further information,
email TAR@stfx.ca, Phone 902-867-3962 or visit our
website.
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20N1U4AL

AN ITING

WRNTESTS
CO

$6,000 IN

CASH PRIZES!

1ST PRIZE $1,250
2ND PRIZE $500
3RD PRIZE $250

in each category
in each category
in each category

THE BANFF CENTRE BLISS
CARMAN POETRY AWARD*
(1, 2 or 3 poems per entry,
max. 150 lines per entry)

Judge: Jon Paul Fiorentino
SHORT FICTION

(one story per entry,
max. 10,000 words)

Judge: Elisabeth de Mariaffi
CREATIVE NON-FICTION
(one essay per entry,
max. 5,000 words)

Judge: Wayne Grady

DEADLINE: POSTMARKED
NOV. 30, 2014
Complete guidelines for all
contests at www.prairiefire.ca
For inquiries: prfire@mts.net
423-100 Arthur St.
Winnipeg, MB R3B 1H3
Ph: (204) 943-9066
www.prairiefire.ca

CONTEST WINNERS AND HONOURABLE MENTIONS
WILL BE PUBLISHED IN PRAIRIE FIRE MAGAZINE
Fee: $32 per entry, which includes a complimentary
one-year subscription to Prairie Fire.
*The Poetry first prize is donated in part by The Banff Centre,
who will also award a jeweller-cast replica of poet Bliss
Carman’s silver and turquoise ring to the first-prize winner.
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